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Dear Partners,
Investors and Friends,
At the beginning of 2021, Terra Luna was a poorly known blockchain with
only $300 million in market capitalization. Since then, Do Kwon and Daniel
Shin, co-founders of Terra, have managed to increase this number to $39
billion (as of April 4, 2022). Some of the reasons behind this are the growing
adoption of Terra’s dApps, algorithmically-collateralized stablecoins and
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interoperability with major market players.
Cointelegraph Research proudly presents the Terra Luna Report 2022: Can
Digital Assets Boost the E-Commerce Market?. To gain a deeper understanding
of how these algorithmic stablecoins are changing the way we conduct
payments in real-world and crypto, this 40-page research report highlights
the history and development of the Terra ecosystem, the technological basis
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of the blockchain, as well as its pros and cons, compared to major ‘Ethereum
killers’. We also evaluate regulatory and centralization hurdles that Terra
Luna may face in the near future and discuss prominent DeFi market players
on Terra.
In this report, we piece together the big picture of the Terra ecosystem and
answer common questions held by asset holders and developers. In addition,
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the report carefully assesses the attractiveness of the blockchain from
the community engagement and technical analysis viewpoints. Moreover,
insights from such Terra developers as Levana, Talis, Knowhere, Kado and
TFM provide the reader with a different perspective on the blockchain.
Please enjoy reading Cointelegraph’s tenth research report published after
the highly regarded “Nonfungible Tokens: A New Frontier” and “Does the Future
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of Decentralized Finance Still Belong to Ethereum?” reports. You can find all ten
of our previous research papers on the Cointelegraph Research Terminal,
destined to become the ‘Bloomberg of Crypto’. In addition, you can find
multiple databases and reports of our research partners there, too.
Cointelegraph Research helps blockchain companies communicate their
cutting-edge research to the world by writing, designing, and publishing
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professional reports. We help companies gain wider audiences by developing
educational materials in the form of in-depth reports. Our team of academics
and seasoned blockchain technologists can cover a diverse range of topics
including tokenomics, macroeconomics, legal, tax, central bank digital
currencies, decentralized finance, supply chain logistics, and venture capital.
To work with Cointelegraph Research’s team on creating a one-of-a-kind
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white labeled report or for confidential bespoke research, contact us at
research@cointelegraph.com.

Sincerely

Vladimir Shapovalov
Senior Researcher at Cointelegraph
Vladimir Shapovalov is a Senior Researcher at Cointelegraph
Consulting, Cambridge University alumni with experience in
brokerage services and brain cancer treatment.
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Key Takeaways
!

!

Initially founded by Do Kwon and Daniel Shin,

!

low volatility yields on Terra’s stablecoins and is

to incorporate cryptocurrencies as a means of

an integral part of the Terra ecosystem. Since

payment throughout a broad audience.

its launch in April 2021, its total value locked
increased tenfold, reaching a staggering value

The rapid adoption of Terra’s DApps, successful

of $15.9 billion (as of April 4, 2022).

realization of the underlying blockchain
technology, tokenomics and elevated interest

!

!

transactions, CHAI is a significant player in

success amongst the blockchains targeting DeFi

the mobile payments market in South Korea.

and making Terra one of the “Ethereum killers.”

Partnerships with multiple local banks and a
convenient user interface, in many ways similar to

The Terra protocol supports the algorithmic

PayPal, have allowed Terra to become one of the
first blockchains that can be used for everyday real-

maintain its stablecoin peg: Terra stablecoins

life payments.

and LUNA. Terra has a family of stablecoins
pegged to a suite of fiat currencies, including

!

Growing adoption of Anchor and other Terra-

the U.S. dollar, euro, British pound, Korean won,

based DeFi protocols has boosted the market

Japanese yen and others.

capitalization of LUNA, which skyrocketed
from $300 million at the beginning of 2021 to

The demand for stablecoins has been steadily

over $30 billion by the end of that same year.

accelerating over the last years, so UST, the pivotal

Cardano and Solana, although still enjoying higher

coin of the Terra ecosystem, will follow the trend

market capitalizations, are losing ground to LUNA.

as Terra continues to actively grow and support
its developers with such initiatives as Terraform

!

Having processed more than 12 million

from market influencers resulted in Terra’s

model, utilizing a dual-token system to

!

Anchor Protocol offers the opportunity of stable,

Terra is a proof-of-stake blockchain that aims

!

The introduction of CosmWasm’s collaboration

Capital fund. As more protocols launch on Terra

with Terra opens new broad horizons for the

after Columbus-5, the rate of UST’s supply

development possibilities of the platform.

growth will accelerate, thereby causing a

CosmWasm is a secure, stable and

reduction of LUNA’s supply.

interoperable platform that allows the creation
of multichain contracts.

The Terra blockchain is powered by Cosmos
SDK and uses the Tendermint BFT consensus.

!

Terra enhances the liquidity of its assets

Under this consensus mechanism, validators vote

by activating the Cosmos Inter-Blockchain

on a block of transactions at a time. Validators run

Communication (IBC), which now connects 25

full nodes and vote on a block of transactions at a

blockchains in total. Joining IBC allows over 250

time, while staking LUNA represents the network’s

decentralized applications to be potentially added

mining power.

to Terra in the future. Terra is also connected to
Solana, BNB Chain and Ethereum through various
bridges.

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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Introduction
Initially founded by Do Kwon and Daniel Shin, Terra is

(DApp) has presented a strong case for blockchain

a proof-of-stake blockchain that aims to incorporate

technology’s mass adoption.3 Moreover, Terra’s native

cryptocurrencies as a means of payment throughout a

ecosystem has already become more robust with

broad audience. Tackling the issue of crypto volatility

the addition of crucial decentralized finance (DeFi)

that limits the use of crypto as a payment method, the

projects, including Mirror and Anchor protocols, whose

developers have created a range of stablecoins whose

total values locked are $0.74 billion and $15.9 billion

value is tied to fiat currencies.

(as of April 4, 2022), respectively.4, 5

The stablecoin’s value is regulated through elastic

This resulted in the crypto community actively entering

monetary policy. The collateral LUNA token is either

the Terra ecosystem. Multiple nonfungible token (NFT)

burned or minted to ensure a fixed value of TerraUSD

projects and DeFi applications were developed using

(UST) and other stablecoins. Seigniorage, fees related

CosmWasm, a Cosmos-based smart contract platform

to burning and minting stablecoins, also plays a crucial

and Terra’s Java and Python SDKs. In turn, these

part in the sustainability of the tokenomic model and

community-developed projects, including Mars, TFM,

facilitates consistent mining rewards. Importantly,

Astroport and Levana, have increased the interest in

re-investment of seigniorage into Terra’s ecosystem

Terra even more.

promotes further blockchain development.

1

The recent Columbus-5 update has benefited the

Since Terra’s launch, the blockchain has received a

blockchain in multiple ways, including enhancing

$32 million in investments from the most prominent

cross-chain operability and increasing Terra’s

cryptocurrency exchanges and major crypto venture

sustainability. Nevertheless, regulatory authorities

capitalists, including Polychain Capital, Arrington

may detrimentally impact Terra’s market position in

XRP and others. Terra is also supported by Terra

the future. These future growth factors are evaluated

Alliance, a conglomerate of international companies

in this report.

whose total transactions in 2020 totaled $49 billion.2
This has significantly accelerated Terra’s ecosystem
development and real-world adoption.

The rapid adoption of Terra’s DApps, successful
realization of the underlying blockchain technology
and tokenomics, as well as elevated interest from

In particular, mobile payments application Chai is

market influencers resulted in Terra’s success among

actively used in South Korea as an alternative to

blockchains targeting DeFi in 2021 and branding Terra

conventional payments processors. Reaching more

as an “Ethereum killer.” This can be seen from the

than 2.5 million active users and 2,200 merchants

blockchain’s market capitalization and LUNA’s 24-hour

by the end of 2020, the decentralized application

volume growth over the last year.

1

See “Terra Money: Stability and Adoption”, Evan Kereiakes, Do Kwon, Marco Di Maggio, Nicholas Platias, April, 2019

2

Learn more about Terra Alliance here

3

See “Seoul-based payment tech startup CHAI gets 60 million from Hanhwa, SoftBank Ventures Asia”, Catherine Shu, TechCrunch, December 10,
2020

4

Learn more about Mirror Protocol here

5

Learn more about Anchor Protocol here

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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Figure 1

Market Capitalization and 24h Volume of Terra’s LUNA token
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Source: CoinMarketCap, Cointelegraph Research
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Resulting in a $39-billion valuation as of April 4,

industry, Cointelegraph will evaluate Terra’s underlying

2022, Terra hosts millions of active wallets. Given

technology, ecosystem, community and factors that

the recent interest in the Terra blockchain within the

may impact its future growth.

What is Terra Money?
Key Takeaways:
!

There are three main stablecoin types: fiat-backed, crypto-backed and algorithmic.

!

Terra Money is a set of decentralized stablecoins whose value is regulated by the algorithmic model involving
LUNA’s seigniorage.

!

Delegators benefit from staking LUNA in two ways: the LUNA burning mechanism and the rewards earned
from transaction fees.

Even though most people realize that Bitcoin (BTC) may

digital currencies subject to speculation. Thus,

be used for payments and storage of value, its wide

cryptocurrencies are generally considered risky and

acceptance as a medium of exchange appears to be a

unideal for conducting everyday transactions.

distant reality. Bitcoin and most other cryptocurrencies
still face a familiar roadblock for wide-scale adoption

Stablecoins

in price instability. This is primarily due to the entire

Cryptocurrencies’ price volatility is further accentuated

space’s nascency, making price discovery of most

in DeFi. A volatile cryptocurrency like Ether (ETH)

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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can generate attractive yields when locked in a DeFi

Therefore, users can only generate Dai as a portion

application. However, if Ether’s fiat value declined

of their locked up ETH, up to 66%, equating to a 150%

rapidly, it would easily offset these gains. The

collateralization ratio. For instance, if a user has $100

creation of stablecoins became a way to address this

worth of Ether locked up, only $66 of Dai can be

issue by pegging their value to another asset and,

received. If the collateral price declined, falling short of

consequently, achieving price stability. There are three

the required collateralization ratio, the protocol would

main stablecoin types: fiat-backed, crypto-backed and

automatically sell the collateral to an open market

algorithmic. These are described in detail below.

with a discount until the outstanding debt in the smart

Fiat-backed stablecoins
Fiat-backed stablecoins are collateralized by the
equivalent amount of fiat currency. One of the most
popular fiat-based stablecoins is Tether (USDT), a
cryptocurrency pegged one-for-one to the United
States dollar, with about $82 billion in circulating
supply as of April 4, 2022.6 To maintain this peg, Tether
Limited keeps the equivalent amount of U.S. dollar
and asset reserves for every USDT issued. However,
one long-standing issue with Tether and many similar
stablecoins is centralization because a single entity
controls its supply. Moreover, the lack of transparency
of Tether’s accounts has become an issue, raising
doubts about the sufficiency of fiat currency needed to
collateralize all of its stablecoins. Ostensibly, the value
of a stablecoin lies with its peg, which is why concerns
about a potential failure to uphold USDT could erode
users’ faith in using the stablecoin.
Crypto-backed stablecoins
On the other hand, crypto-backed stablecoins are

contract is covered.
With this model, the centralization issue is
circumvented. However, a visible risk is a sharp drop in
ETH that would render Dai undercollateralized. Such a
case occurred in March 2020 when the price of Ether
crashed and triggered MakerDAO loan failures. The
incident happened with about $4 million in Dai tokens
left undercollateralized, putting the system under
tremendous stress and leading to a debt auction.7
Algorithmic stablecoins
Algorithmic stablecoins are the only ones that don’t
require any collateral to maintain their peg. Instead,
they utilize the “seigniorage shares” model and use
smart contracts to expand or contract stablecoin
supply through algorithms. When the value of the
stablecoin falls below its $1 peg, the arbitrageurs burn
the coins, reducing their supply. This happens until the
stablecoin returns to its $1 peg value. If the fiat value
of the stablecoin doesn’t increase after the purchase,
the algorithm releases seigniorage shares.

supported by other crypto assets. The Dai stablecoin

Seigniorage shares are similar to bonds, as they are

is one of the most vivid examples of these. It is also

issued with a par value of $1 but sold at a discount.

pegged to the U.S. dollar, but it’s endorsed by other

Users buy these with their stablecoin, diminishing

cryptocurrencies, mainly Ether, on a smart contract.

the supply and making the coins in circulation more

This model uses a collateralized debt position, a series

valuable. Users purchasing seigniorage shares are

of dynamic feedback systems designed to stabilize

effectively investing in the supply of stablecoin. At a

the price of Dai. MakerDAO is the decentralized

later point, when the peg exceeds $1, the algorithm

autonomous organization that generates Dai. It

pays tokens out to the seigniorage holders, driving the

lets users lock up a certain amount of another

stablecoin supply up and bringing the peg back down

cryptocurrency, such as ETH, in a smart contract and

to $1. The difference between the stablecoin value and

borrow Dai against it. However, since the price of Ether

its production cost is called seigniorage.

can change rapidly, over-collateralization is required.

6

Learn more about Tether here

7

See “MakerDAO Community to Vote on Upgrades, Conduct Debt Auction”, Samuel Haig, Cointelegraph, March 13, 2020

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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Figure 2

Most popular stablecoins and their characteristics

Stablecoin

Code

Tether

USDT

Symbol

Type

Decentralized

Collateral

Circulating Supply

Fiat-backed

No

Commercial paper, fiduciary deposits, cash,

$82.35 billion

reverse repo notes, and treasury bills.8
USD Coin

USDC

Fiat-backed

No

Cash and cash equivalents, corporate

$51.85 billion

bonds, Yankee CDs, U.S. Treasuries,
commercial paper, and municipal and U.S.
agency bonds.9
Binance
USD

BUSD

Fiat-backed

No

Cash and treasury bills.10

$17.8 billion

Dai

DAI

Crypto-backed

Yes

Ethereum-based assets.11

$9.5 billion

TrueUSD

TUSD

Fiat-backed

No

U.S. Dollar held in escrow accounts.12

$1.37 billion

Pax Dollar

USDP

Fiat-backed

No

Cash and cash equivalents.13

$0.95 billion

Neutrino

USDN

Hybrid (Algorithmic

Yes

WAVES14

$0.87 billion

No

Protocol controlled value (PCV) with assets

$0.42 billion

USD

and Cryptocollateralized)

Fei USD

FEI

Algorithmic

like ETH, Aave, DAI, DPI, RAI and stETH.15
Huobi

HUSD

Fiat-backed

No

U.S. dollar held in custody accounts

$0.4 billion

managed by Huobi Trust Company.16
TerraUSD

UST

Algorithmic

Yes

LUNA

$16.6 billion

Source: CoinMarketCap, Cointelegraph Research (as of April 4, 2022)

Terra and LUNA
The Terra protocol supports the algorithmic
collateralization model, utilizing a dual-token system to
maintain its stablecoin peg: Terra stablecoins and LUNA.
Terra has a family of stablecoins pegged to a suite of

through a demand for stablecoins. Applications such
as Anchor Protocol, which are discussed in detail in
the next chapter, require locked-in LUNA tokens as
collateral to borrow one of its stablecoins — e.g.,
TerraUSD (UST) — against it.17

fiat currencies, including the U.S. dollar, euro, British

The price stability of stablecoins is associated with

pound, Korean won, Japanese yen and others. On the

their relationship with LUNA. The protocol incentivizes

other hand, LUNA is the native utility and governance

the minting and burning of tokens through arbitrage

token used for the blockchain’s maintenance; it also

opportunities. According to the arbitrage model, when

functions as the native staking asset. It is designed to

stablecoin market demand and its price increase, the

capture value as the Terra economy finds increased

system algorithmically counteracts it by increasing its

usage of the protocol’s decentralized applications

supply and vice versa.

8

See “Tether discloses full reserve breakdown for the first time”, Sam Bourgi, Cointelegraph, May 13, 2021

9

See “Circle Examination Report”, Timothy Singh, Grant Thornton, September 1, 2021

10

More information on BUSD here

11

Learn more about Maker Protocol of MakerDAO here

12

More information on TrueCurrencies here

13

More information on USDP here

14

See “Decentralized Stablecoin Neutrino Integrates Band Protocol To Secure $15M In Collateral”, Kevin Lu, Band Protocol, July 14, 2020

15

See “Introducing Fei v2”, Joey Santoro, Fei Protocol, October 6, 2021

16

See “Reserve Accounts Report — Hot USD Tokens (HUSD)”, Eide Bailly, December 31, 2021

17

Learn more about Bonded Luna (bLuna) here

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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The First Gamiﬁed NFT Marketplace on the Terra Network.
Luart is the fastest growing NFT Marketplace and Launchpad in the Terra
Ecosystem. Luart brings a gamiﬁed experience to NFTs, allowing users to be
rewarded for just being a user. Gamiﬁcation on Luart is comprised of a scoring
system named LUA Power which users can earn through staking the $LUART token
and

purchasing

NFTs

(launchpad

and

marketplace)

on

the

platform.

The Luart Ecosystem is powered by the $LUART token which is
the best way to earn LUA Power.

Featured NFT Collections.
Luart’s curated launchpad launches the top NFT collections in the Terra Ecosystem!

Hellcats

Skeleton Punks

Rekt Wolf

DystopAI

Volume: 57,048.37 $LUNA

Volume: 29,618.58 $LUNA

Volume: 12,776.7 $LUNA

Volume: 8,821.96 $LUNA

Luart launched December 2021, raising $5 million in a private round, and has minted 40,441 NFTs.

twitter.com/luart.io

discord.gg/luart

t.me/luart.io

luart.io

Luart

For instance, when UST rises above its $1 peg, LUNA

and driving its value back to $1. Such an arbitrage

holders can swap $1 worth of LUNA for one UST and

mechanism can be done using the market swap

sell it for more than $1, increasing the supply of UST

feature of the Terra Station wallet. To summarize,

and causing the peg to return to $1. When UST falls

LUNA stabilizes the price of UST as it is minted in

below the $1 peg, the protocol incentivizes users to

a period of low UST demand and is burned during

burn UST in exchange for LUNA, reducing UST’s supply

periods of high UST demand.

Figure 3

Terra’s Algorithmic Market Module

Source: Cointelegraph Research, Terra Money

Maintaining price stability and

for UST promotes the burning of LUNA, diluting the

avoiding stablecoin pitfalls

mining power and making it scarcer.

Terra’s algorithmic model exhibits an elastic monetary

Prior to the Columbus-5 upgrade, seigniorage, or the

policy, as demand dictates how far the supply will

burned LUNA, used to be transferred to community

expand or contract. Nevertheless, the system’s

pools. However, an algorithmically determined

willingness to respect the target exchange rate

proportion of LUNA has been burned regularly since

ensures the stability of Terra’s stablecoins.

the update, making it more valuable in the long run.20

Terra stablecoins’ design avoids the risks the two

Moreover, Terra has recently bought more than 40,000

other stablecoin types pose. Firstly, centralization is

BTC, making it the third-largest single-wallet BTC

avoided since there’s no single entity charged with

holder. According to the Crypto YouTuber Danku_r,

keeping Terra’s corresponding fiat reserves. Notably,

BTC won’t actively back Terra stablecoins but will serve

following the public acknowledgement that USDT is

as a reserve ‘that will allow the supply contraction of

only 2.9% backed by cash reserves, the decentralized

UST’, reducing the pressure on LUNA. Do Kwon has

nature of a stablecoin has become crucial for the

also mentioned in the Unchained podcast that such

market. Secondly, the risk of stablecoins getting

reserves will increase the assurance in UST throughout

undercollateralized is mitigated, as the stablecoins are

the users of other blockchains, leading to greater

not backed by volatile crypto assets.

adoption of the stablecoin. In addition, he claimed that

18

Moreover, LUNA not only serves as an effective
buffer against short-term stablecoin volatility but
also represents the network’s mining power. With
Terra’s proof-of-stake consensus, the staked LUNA
is necessary for Terra transactions and ensures the
security and stability of the protocol.19 Holders of
LUNA stand to benefit from this since the demand

Terra might serve as a ‘layer-2 solution for Bitcoin’,
allowing Bitcoin to be used in DeFi, DAOs and NFTs.21
Consensus mechanism
The Terra blockchain is powered by Cosmos SDK
and uses the Tendermint Byzantine fault tolerance
consensus.22 Under this consensus mechanism,

18

See “Tether says its reserves are backed by cash to the tune of . . . 2.9%”, Financial Times

19

See “Terra’s Stable Foundation”, Nicholas Platias, Terra Money, April 19, 2019

20

See “Cointelegraph Consulting: Terra’s bullish case after Columbus-5 upgrade”, Cointelegraph Consulting, October 7, 2021

21

See Learn more about BTC and Terra here

22

More information about Terra Money core here

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022
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validators take turns proposing blocks of transactions

This would normally occur, as Terra was designed in

and vote on them. Stakers, also called delegators,

such a way that fees generated from blocks increase

don’t need to run nodes but require a validator’s help

with the expansion of its ecosystem and vice versa.

to stake LUNA tokens and obtain the staking rewards.

Thus, if mining rewards decreased upon contraction

Validators have two rounds to decide whether a

of Terra’s economy, both the LUNA burn rate and

proposed block should be accepted or rejected. If

transaction fees generated would be low since there

a block is approved, it is signed off and added to

would be less demand for stablecoins such as UST.

the chain, but if it is not, then the process restarts.
Validators may fail to commit to a block if the current
proposer is offline or the network is slow. Gas, stability
and swap fees generated from the addition of the
block are distributed as staking rewards to validators
and delegators.

fees and the LUNA burn rate to counteract the
fluctuations in unit mining rewards. When mining
rewards increase, the protocol reduces the transaction
fees and the LUNA burn rate. Conversely, the protocol
boosts the fees and the LUNA burn rate when mining

Achieving consistent mining rewards
Delegators benefit from staking LUNA in two ways: the
LUNA burning mechanism and the rewards earned
from transaction fees. Nonetheless, the protocol’s
design could deter users from holding LUNA because of
an inconsistency in the rewards miners can generate.

Figure 4

To address this issue, the protocol alters transaction

rewards decline. Critically, the transaction fees are still
low, limited by a range of 0.1%–1%. Therefore, on a
per-unit basis, mining rewards are more predictable
after factoring in the costs. Moreover, the algorithm
allows the unit mining rewards to grow over time, even
in the case of the considerable decrease of Terra’s
economy.23

Achieving consistent mining rewards
Mining Rewards Increase

Mining Rewards Decrease

Transaction fees

Transaction fees

LUNA burn

LUNA burn

Source: Cointelegraph Research

To sum up, Terra Money is a set of decentralized

of exchange beyond the state’s controls is likely what

stablecoins whose value is regulated by the algorithmic

spurred further ecosystem growth and development of

model involving LUNA’s seigniorage. The concept of

applications with real-world merit.

trusting market forces to uphold the value of a medium

23

See “Terra Money: Stability and Adoption”, Evan Kereiakes, Do Kwon, Marco Di Maggio, Nicholas Platias, April, 2019
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Terra Luna Ecosystem
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CoinGecko

Bitlocus

Kash

CoinMarketCap

Staking

Memepay

Terra Analytics

Referral

Terraswap Dashboard

Valkyrie Protocol

Tiiik Money
Suberra
PayWithTerra

Terra Station

LearnTerra

Staderlabs

Defi Llama

Coinbag

Flipside Crypto

Tools

Fanfury

Coinhall

White Whale

Luntivo Finance

Stake.tax

Kujira

Bitlocus

Luna Rich List

Terra Name Service

Privacy

Lunastarter

Terra Engineer

ApeBoard

Terra Bay

Leap Wallet

Mirror Analytics

Terra Drops

Void Protocol

TFM

Terrnado Cash

Jinkou

Lido Finance

ETF

Derivatives

Bidali
Terra Cards

Mirror Market
Hermes Protocol

Open Ocean

Momentum Free

Arbitrage

Nebula

Vega Protocol

Passport Protocol

White Whale

Falcon Wallet

Retrograde

Lunar Assistant

Open Ocean

Y-foundry DAO

Lighthouse Defi

Levana Protocol

Void Protocol
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Terra Luna Ecosystem
Synthetics

efi

DEX

NFT

Mirror Protocol

Prism

Astroport

Andromeda Protocol

Mirror Wallet

White Whale

TerraSwap

StarTerra

Altered Protocol

Nexus Protocol

OpenOcean

Talis Protocol

ApolloDAO

Levana Protocol

TFM

OpenOcean

Loop Markets

Hero NFT

Alice

TFM

Terra World

Terra World

Orion Money

TerraFloki

Terrafirma

TerraFloki

Suberra

Playible

BetTerra

Derby Stars

TFM

Launchpad

Fanfury

Burst

Pylon Protocol

OnePlanet

Jinkou

Altered Protocol

StarTerra

Lunar Assistant

LunaBulls

Subsidium Digital

TFM

Hurricane Protocol

Lunaverse.io

Wicca.money

TerraFloki

Jinkou

Playible

OnePlanet

Retrograde

Atlo

Leap Wallet

Metaverse

Games

Wicca.money
TerraFloki
Playible

s Casino

Y-Foundry DAO

Lunastarter

LunaBulls

Terra Roll

Bidali

Pixy

Terrain

Playible

Bitlocus

Derby Stars

Lunar Assistant

Fanfury

Lighthouse Defi

IDO

Leap Wallet

Astroport

Tales of Terra

LunaBulls

Aperture Finance

Pylon Protocol

Styllar

Levana Protocol

Brokkr

StarTerra

Spaceloot

Deviants’ Faction

Levana Protocol

TFM

LunaApes

Planity

Lunaverse.io

Atlo

Hellcats

Terra Racers

GraviDAO

Duel Dojo

Hypernova

The Buddy

Pulsar Finance

s Casino

Pixy
Levana Protocol
Galactic Punks

Terrans NFT

Wallet

Astroverse
TerraNova

NIPTerra

Terra Station

Placebo

TerraSkulls

Keplr

TerraKongs

Mirror Wallet

Terra Unicorns

BreachGG

Savings

Hero NFT

Anchor Protocol

Falcon Wallet

TerraWhales

DragonSB

Orion Money

Leap Wallet

Lunaverse.io

Knight Lands

Kash

xDefi

Knowhere

Star Heroes

Tiiik Money

Oxis

LuArt

Lunaverse.io

Glow Savings

SafePal

TerraPins

RoboHero

Nexo

Liquality

TerraPins

Yotta

Math Wallet

Capapult

Bitkeep

Bridge

Burst

Trust

Terra Bridge

Stablegains

Loop

Wormhole

Lottery
LoTerra

Beema Finance

INK Protocol

Coinbag

BetTerra

Hurricane Protocol

AMM

Terra Roll

Lighthouse Defi

Astroport

s Casino

Allbridge

TerraSwap

Axelar Satellite
Multichain (Anyswap)

Edge Protocol

Charity

Loop Markets

Angel Protocol

TFM

Terrain

TerraFloki
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The NFT Marketplace empowering artists
and bridging physical & digital art
on the Terra blockchain

An NFT platform directed
and governed by its community.

OPS AUTOMATIC CURRENCY
CONVERSION MASS LISTINGS

Own the

EARN REWARDS TALIS TREA
CUSTOM ROYALTIES CONVERS

FRAUD MONITORING EARN RE
Marketplace
SMART CONTRACT CHANGES
TALIS TREASURY
CY MASS LISTINGS AIRDROPS
Share CONVERSION
REWA
ARDS RANDOM
MINTING
AUTOMATIC
CURRENCY
CUSTOM
Create
itsROYALTIES
Profits
Sell & Buy

FRAUD MONITORING EARN RE
SMART CONTRACT CHANGES
TALIS TREASURY CONVERSION
CY MASS LISTINGS AIRDROPS
ARDS RANDOM MINTING AUTOMATIC CURRENCY CUSTOM ROYALTIES REWA
Protocol fees are resdistributed
FRAUD
MONITORING EARN RE
your own Portfolio
SMART Create
CONTRACT
CHANGES
to token holders and platform actors
and
mint
your
first
NFT
AIRDROPS
TALIS TREASURY CONVERSION
CY MASSinLISTINGS
a few clicks with no code
ARDS RANDOM
MINTING AUTOMATICPrint
CURRENCY CUSTOM ROYALTIES REWA
your Art
FRAUD MONITORING EARN RE
SMART CONTRACT CHANGES
TALIS TREASURY CONVERSION
CY MASS LISTINGS AIRDROPS
REWARDS RANDOM MINTING
CUSTOM ROYALTIES REWAR
Talis introduces its own distributed network
of Print on Demand

Featured Projects

Terrans

Unstables

Terrain

Terra X

Launch in Q4 2021
+56k NFTs minted
Hundreds of verified artists
Millions of dollars in $UST and $LUNA exchanged for works of art.
Scan and
get your first
Talis NFT!

Backed by

@ProtocolTalis

talisprotocol
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Terra Ecosystem
Key Takeaways:
!

Terra Luna’s unique technology has stimulated the development of multiple DeFi applications, including realworld solutions.

!

Terra’s capability to lower merchant transaction fees has enabled it to become one of the first blockchains for
everyday payment transactions via its application, Chai.

!

Lenders receive 20% APY through staking rewards of bonded assets and interest provided to Anchor Protocol
by borrowers.

3.1

Applications
Anchor Protocol

Anchor Protocol is currently compatible with ERC-

Anchor Protocol offers the opportunity of stable,
low volatility yields on Terra’s stablecoins and is an
integral part of the Terra ecosystem.24 Since its launch

20 stablecoins, enabling an annual percentage yield
(APY) of approximately 16.5% on Dai, BUSD, USD Coin
(USDC) and USDT deposits and 20% on UST deposits.26

in April 2021, its total value locked increased 30-fold,

Serving as a money market between the borrowers

reaching a staggering value of $15.9 billion (as of

and lenders, Anchor Protocol works in the following

April 4, 2022).25 Initially available for UST holders only,

way:

Figure 5

Anchor Protocol Basic Scheme
Bonded assets
(bLuna, bETH)

Borrowers

Stablecoins

Anchor Protocol
Stablecoins

Lenders
Staking rewards

Source: Cointelegraph Research

Lenders receive 20% APY through staking rewards

Therefore, both borrowers and lenders are

of bonded assets provided to Anchor Protocol by

incentivized to join Anchor Protocol, which is one

borrowers. However, borrowers can also earn through

of the main reasons for its astonishing success.

using this DeFi application. Anchor’s native token, ANC,

Moreover, staking ANC itself and providing its liquidity

is tied to the value of collateral in the protocol, and the

also enable users to earn on the protocol. Respective

reward distributed to borrowers in ANC exceeds the

annual percentage rates (APR) of these are 8.58% and

loan interest on stablecoins.

31.55%, respectively, as of April 4, 2022.27

24

Documentation of Anchor Protocol can be found here

25

More information about Anchor Protocol here

26

See “Anchor Protocol: A Savings Protocol Offering Up To 20% APY”, Everstake, July 19, 2021

27

More information on Anchor Protocol governance here
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However, there are still significant risks associated

protocols. The protocol simultaneously allows revenue

with borrowing and lending protocols in DeFi,

generation through staking and DeFi protocols,

in general, and Anchor Protocol, in particular.

maximizing the user’s yield.

Importantly, as crypto collateral is volatile, there is a
high likelihood that its value may fall below the value
of loans. This will inevitably trigger loan liquidation,

Chai

leading to a detrimental outcome for all the parties.

Terra’s unique technology has stimulated the

Therefore, extreme care should be taken upon

development of multiple DeFi applications, including

borrowing, and the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio below

real-world solutions. Do Kwon’s desire to show

45% is recommended, provided that liquidation occurs

that blockchain technology can and should be

at 80%. Nevertheless, Anchor Protocol currently has

implemented in the real world has given us Chai, a

features allowing to monitor the LTV ratio through its

Korean mobile payments app.

native dashboard, as well as to set notifications in case
the LTV ratio exceeds the pre-set threshold value.

Having processed more than 12 million transactions,
Chai is a significant player in the mobile payments

Significantly, although Bonded Ether (bETH) is

market in South Korea.30 Having partnerships with

enabled as a collateral value, Bonded LUNA (bLUNA)

multiple local banks and a convenient user interface,

contributes 75% to the total value $7 billion as of April

in many ways similar to PayPal, have allowed Terra

4, 2022.28 The extreme growth of Terra’s ecosystem,

to become one of the first blockchains that can

mainly relying on its infrastructure, despite allowing

be used for everyday real-life payments.31 Such a

the use of Ethereum, a current DeFi leader, is a

breakthrough was in part facilitated by Terra’s ability

paradox, shifting the DeFi paradigm toward a more

to provide lower merchant transaction fees than

diverse, competitive and sustainable market.

its competitors — as low as 0.5% compared to the

Bonded Ether and bLUNA can be obtained through

traditional 2.5%–3% commission.32

Lido Protocol, which is one of the main factors

Despite a reasonably small market capitalization

allowing Anchor Protocol to achieve such a substantial

of just under $1 million at the time of writing, this

APY value.

project is one of the most unique initiatives connecting
blockchain technology and local economies. Moreover,

Lido Protocol

as Terra has also succeeded in implementing its

Typically, the assets that are staked in one or another

hope that its expansion in the future will create an

protocol cannot be moved, traded or used as

unprecedented case of stablecoin adoption not only

collateral, and unlocking them may take up to several

by crypto natives but also by the global audience.

blockchain payments system in Moldova, there is

weeks or even months. Thus, a staker essentially
loses immediate access to a staked asset, which limits
the revenue they can receive and creates a dilemma
between staking and utilizing DeFi protocols.
Lido Protocol resolves this issue through the
introduction of “bonded assets” or “bAssets.”29 When
Ether or LUNA is staked through Lido, the user
receives an equivalent of the native asset in the form
of a bAsset. BAsset’s value is backed by the value of
the original asset. Moreover, bAsset’s value is updated
daily, allowing access to staking rewards.
Therefore, a bAsset can be used similarly as a

Mirror Protocol
Mirror Protocol uses the concept of synthetic “mirrored
assets,” or “mAssets,” to allow traders to buy and sell
shares of real-world companies. Mirrored assets mimic
the price of real-world assets, allowing trading without
the hurdles of transacting and owning real-world assets.
Mirror lists mAssets on Terraswap against UST and
ensures that there is always enough collateral in the
ecosystem to cover mAssets. Minting mAssets is enabled
by the users who open the required positions and deposit
collateral behind it.33

native asset, including trading or utilizing the DeFi
28

Anchor protocol dashboard can be found here

29

See “Introducing Lido”, Lido Finance, October 15, 2020

30

Learn more about Chai Dapp here

31

See “Terra partners with mobile payment app CHAI to service the growing eCommerce market”, Terra, June 12, 2019

32

See “CHAI mobile payments app sees $54 million in blockchain transactions”, Nawaz Sulemanji, Decrypt, October 29, 2019

33

Documentation of Mirror protocol can be found here
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Figure 6

Mirror Protocol Interface
MIR
Mirror

mAAPL
Apple Inc.

mABNB
Airbnb Inc.

mAMD
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

mAMZN
Amazon.com, Inc.

2.13 UST

166.57 UST

174.91 UST

147.99 UST

3,434.74 UST

Oracle Price

165.90 UST

168.70 UST

137.78 UST

3,356.24 UST

Premium

0.40%

3.67%

7.41%

2.33%

Terraswap Price

Source: Mirror Protocol

Technically, such a setup is primarily made possible

Moreover, a new governance initiative was introduced,

by the protocol’s native token, MIR. Incentivizing MIR

including voting incentivization and enabling “dynamic

rewards are given out to users for providing additional

quorums.” These initiatives ensure that polls are fairer

liquidity and maintaining the ecosystem’s safety

and make the voting procedures more transparent.

through ensuring appropriate behavior. In particular,
MIR rewards for staking liquidity provider (LP) tokens
stimulates mAssets market liquidity, while mimicking
the real-world asset price is maintained through MIR
rewards for staking sLP (short Liquidity Provider) tokens.
The MIR token itself is valuable thanks to a couple of
reasons. Firstly, it can be used to obtain voting rights
upon staking. Secondly, it can be employed to earn a
share of the protocol’s collateralized debt position.34
Moreover, a recent update35 of the Mirror Protocol has

Yet, the protocol’s future is uncertain since the SEC
filed a motion accusing Terraform Labs of violating the
securities laws due to minting and trading synthetic
assets on the DeFi platform. However, the case does
not seem to progress significantly over the last year,
confronted by subpoenas from Do Kwon and Daniel
Shin at the end of 2021.

Ozone (Risk Harbor)

introduced pre-initial public offering (IPO) assets. The

Ozone, managed by the Risk Harbor team, is a risk

mirrored assets of a company will be available after the

management marketplace based on Terra, aiming

announcement of the IPO but before the listing occurs.

to provide coverage in the event of Terra’s technical

Importantly, to ensure natural price discovery, a pre-IPO

failure.36 In particular, Risk Harbor seeks to enhance

mAsset will only be available for minting for a limited

security, prevent billion-dollar losses due to smart

time period. Once an IPO ensues, the asset can be

contract vulnerabilities, and maximize capital

traded as synthetic shares of any other listed company.

efficiency.37

Figure 7

Risk Harbor Partners

Source: Risk Harbor

34

Documentation of Mirror protocol can be found here

35

See “MIRROR PROTOCOL V2”, Stanford Liu, Irene Lee, Mirror Finance

36

See “Risk Harbor set to take over decentralized insurance protocol Ozone on Terra network”, Zhiyuan Sun, Cointelegraph, November 4, 2021

37

Learn more about Risk Harbour here
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One of Risk Harbor’s unique features is that it does

package for a specific period in exchange for the

not rely on governance but is purely algorithmic and

percentage of tokens insured.

transparent, unlike other solutions on the market.
Moreover, the payments in case of a hack are
conducted automatically, in less than 45 seconds,
minimizing the impact of a hack for the client.38

The guides regarding staking, underwriting, purchasing
and filing a claim are all included in Risk Harbor’s
documentation and are all easy-to-use through the
protocol’s interface. Moreover, although the service

There are currently two ways to use Risk Harbor:

is only currently available for individuals, support for

underwriting pools by depositing capital to obtain

institutional clients will be enabled soon.

premiums and tokens, or purchasing a protection

3.2

Infrastructure
Terra Bridge

denominations,52 and take advantage of seigniorage

Terra Bridge39 simplifies sending Terra assets to and
from different blockchains, including Ethereum, BNB
Chain and Harmony. Terra Bridge permits cross-chain
transfers utilizing Shuttle40 by connecting wallets
such as MetaMask,41 Trustwallet,42 Binance Chain
Wallet, or the Terra Station Extension (more on this
43

44

below). Terra Bridge is a simple website45 powered by
Terraform Labs and is straightforward with no frills.
It should be noted that there are other bridges in the
Terra ecosystem. For example, Portalbridge46 allows
Terra to bridge to the Solana blockchain, and Axelar

between LUNA and Terra stablecoins. The Terra
Station Wallet extension for Google Chrome acts like
MetaMask, allowing users to store, send, receive,
authorize transactions, and sign smart contracts.
Testnet
The testnet is a risk-free mainnet simulation, primarily
designed for developers and individuals who would
like to try out functions or applications in a manner
that does not risk the actual functional blockchain.
Staking delegations

Network47 connects with supported layer-1 blockchains,

An individual can stake LUNA in the Terra Station

including Ethereum, Cosmos, Fantom and others.

and decide to whom to delegate this stake. Those
who have had enough LUNA delegated to them are

Terra Station Wallet

considered validators for the blockchain. Choosing

The Terra Station Wallet allows individuals to use

inappropriate actions taken by the validator can have

the Terra testnet,49 manage staking,50 participate in

repercussions, such as slashing, which can actually

governance, mint, burn or swap LUNA for burned

reduce an individual’s amount of LUNA over time

Terra stablecoins, swap between Terra’s stablecoin

instead of increasing it.

48

51

38

Risk Harbour FAQ here

39

More information on Terra Money here

40

Information about Terra Money’s Shuttle here

41

Information about MetaMask wallet here

42

Information about Trust Wallet here

43

List of Binance Smart Chain wallets here

44

Terra Station wallet can be downloaded here

45

Information about Terra Bridge can be found here

46

Portalbridge specification can be found here

47

Learn more about Axelar Network here

48

More information on Terra Station here

49

Information on Terra Station testnet here

50

More info on Terra Station staking here

51

More information on Terra Station governance here

52

More information on Terra Station Swap here
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In the “Stake” section of Terra Station, delegators will
have a blue checkmark their profile exists on Terra’s
Validator Profile on GitHub.53 This does not mean that a
blue checkmark validator is automatically a “good actor”
but, instead, that more information is available about
it. Some validators are investors in Terra (usually with
high voting power percentages, which can be used in
proposals — more on that below). It is recommended
to look through different validators to see whether they
have a website and study their incentives. The amount
of voting power percentage is only indicative of the size
and not the attractiveness of their staking incentives.
Smaller validators may have better incentives, such as
higher annual percentage rates (APR).
An important metric to take into consideration is
uptime. Taking into account that 10,000 blocks on
Terra takes only around 16 hours to create, 100%
uptime can be misleading and promote more
reliability than is actually achieved by the validator.
Validators who perform poorly — e.g., failing to sign
a particular number of blocks in a certain amount of
time — can have their pool penalized by slashing or
being jailed.54 When a validator is jailed, everyone who
delegated LUNA with them will have a small amount
of their staked LUNA burned. Malicious validators can
have their pool penalized harshly, depending on the
type of action — e.g., double-signing transactions,
being unable to secure the network, or non-voting.
Even if a node crashes or loses connectivity, this can
still cause penalties (which is why uptime matters).
Governance
Governance allows LUNA holders to vote on and submit
proposals55 within Terra Station. This allows changes to
be made to the protocol through a democratic process.
This can allow Terra to adapt and change to the needs
of the market and community. Changes are only made
if the majority believe that updates will benefit the
ecosystem and relevant stakeholders.
Mint, Burn, Swap
Terra Station is Terra’s central hub where users
can swap assets,56 consequently resulting in the
contraction of LUNA’s supply and the increase of UST’s
due to arbitraging opportunities, or vice versa.
53

Information on Terra Station validators specification here

54

More about Terra protocol here

55

More info about Terra Protocol governance here

56

More information about swapping assets on Terra Station here

57

Terra Swap app here

58

More information on Delight Labs here

59

Information about Loop here

60

Information on Loop Finance token here
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Exchanges
Terra has a few operational decentralized exchanges
(DEX) where users can trade, provide liquidity, buy and
sell NFTs, and other features found on DEXs on other
blockchains. Three of the best Terra-based DEXs are
Astroport, Terraswap and Loop, with the former being
one of the most innovative automated market makers
on the market. It is discussed in more detail in “Terra
Projects” section of this report.
Terraswap
The most basic DEX on this list is Terraswap,57 and it
allows users to swap assets, provide liquidity for pools,
and withdraw liquidity. It’s simple, straightforward and
efficient but may lack some features users are looking
for (at least at the moment).58
Loop
If more features are what you are looking for, Loop
is for you.59 Using the Portalbridge, users can swap
Ether and Solana (SOL) tokens, list Terra-based tokens,
farm and stake ANC and MIR tokens, and trade Terra
NFTs on an NFT marketplace. Loop also has a native
governance token, LOOP.60
Kado Ramp
Kado Ramp offers an ability to swap fiat money (USD,
EUR, GBP, JPY, KRW, CHF, etc) to UST. Therefore, new
customers can access the Terra ecosystem by directly
purchasing the UST stablecoin from their bank account
and receive funds to a native Terra wallet within
minutes. Kado Ramp now services over 100 countries
worldwide. However, Kado Ramp is only used for
swapping between fiat and crypto, and is not a DEX.
TFM.com
In March 2022, TFM.com launched a 1inch-style DEX
aggregator on Terra, with full-routing support of all the
Terra DEX, as well as the Terra market module which
deploys a burn/mint mechanism. It provides a superior
value proposition for users in terms of simplicity and
savings, while also helping various DEX maximally
utilise their liquidities and stabilise token prices on
Terra.

24

The Premier DeFi / NFT / Play 2 Earn DAO on Terra

Levana, an acronym for Leverage Any Asset, is the ground
breaking, fire breathing dragon of the Terra ecosystem: a powerful,
user friendly leveraged trading platform, blended with a radically
innovative NFT / P2E gaming experience. Think Axie Infinity or DeFi
Kingdoms, supercharged on Terra with a DeFi engine of perpetual

swaps under the hood. Games aren’t your thing? Not to worry —
the trading platform is separate and open to all.
The protocol’s thesis centers on the concept of DeFitainment: a
mix of entertainment and DeFi:

DEFI-TAINMENT MODEL

Wide market
of Web2 users
& games
Motivated by an
engaging game
experience

Users are
introducted to
perps within
gameplay

Farming
rewards are
used to buy
NFTs in game

Incubated by Delphi Digital, the team that incubated Astroport
and Mars, and actively developed by Jonathan Caras, a member of
the Luna Foundation Guard, Levana Dragons is currently the most
successful NFT project on Terra in terms of wallet holders, trading
volumes, and number of NFTs.
Levana began with a revolutionary, gamified NFT minting model.
The protocol kicked off with the Meteor Shower, a gamified
minting experience that resulted in the largest NFT mint on Terra
and $4 million raise in just 44 hours. Levana continues to develop
the project with new adventures; their games reward players in the
form of unique NFTs, which have use cases of their own. Levana
is also a DAO; their imminent airdrop will go to members of the
Levana community (i.e. players of their games).
Now in the midst of the first Faction War (think color wars from
summercamp) Levana has released several easy-to-play P2E
games, engaging new users while stimulating others to stay. The
only entry requirement — holding any Levana NFT in your Terra
wallet.

Closed loop system keeps
attracting new users, token
becomes deflationary

While the NFT/P2E Levana Dragons game helps onboard new
users, don’t sleep on Levana’s innovative DeFi protocol. Levana
Leveraged Index (LLI) tokens are the protocol’s first DeFi offering.
Luna2x is the first LLI, an easy way to hold a 2x leveraged position
on Luna, the native token of Terra. Leveraged Luna is the first step
on Levana’s DeFi journey, which is planned to include leveraged
assets of MIR, ANC, MARS, Pylon, Nebula, leveraged baskets by
Nebula, and cross chain leverage of BTC, ETH, and more. Their
platform of perpetual swaps is among the most anticipated DeFi
offerings in the Terra ecosystem.
Even their liquidation management is unique; the Levana Leverage
Capsule mitigates the risk of liquidation on the platform by
introducing an auto-rebalancing mechanism with public incentives,
that will drastically reduce the risk of a liquidation occurrence. The
coming Levana metaverse game will use their DeFi platform of
perpetual swaps as the engine of action, rather than an AMM, as
do the current generation of Play 2 Earns in the crypto space. Want
to learn more? Check out their Twitter.

“It simply isn’t an adventure worth telling
if there aren’t any dragons”
JRR Tolkien

levana.finance
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Terra Development
Key Takeaways:
!

Terra SDK is a development environment that allows the use of popular programming languages, such as Java
or Python 3, to build applications on the Terra blockchain.

!

Terraform Capital is an instrument that helps the development of the Terra community by financing the most
prospective and interesting projects being built on the Terra blockchain.

!

4.1

NFTs have become an integral part of Terra, with more than 400 projects in operation.

Development environment
Terra is a smart contract-based ecosystem. Smart

stable and interoperable platform that allows the

contracts give users opportunities to expand the

creation of multichain contracts. This is important

abilities of the Terra blockchain by introducing

because it allows combining multiple language

custom logic that can be composed against the Terra

software decisions in one system. Therefore, it is

blockchain’s financial basics, such as its stablecoins

effective and easy in terms of testing, performance

available in almost any world currency, a robust

and speed. What’s more, it allows ecosystems built

oracle price feed, and on-chain atomic swaps. These

with CosmWasm tools to work securely.62 One of the

DApps unlock new opportunities for value transfer

Terra protocols built with CosmWasm technology is

through enabling unique transaction flows that are not

Anchor, which is described earlier in the report.

provided by Terra’s original modules.

61

Moreover, Terra has various instruments and

CosmWasm and developer tools
The introduction of CosmWasm’s collaboration with
Terra opens new broad horizons for the development
possibilities of the platform. CosmWasm is a secure,

Figure 8

tools for developers that can be used for frontend
development, testing and contract creation. The
comparison of Terra development tools to their
respective Ethereum analogues is represented in
Figure 8.

Comparison of Terra and Ethereum development environments
Terra

Ethereum

Frontend SDK

Terra.js, Terra SDK

Web3.js, Web3py

Browser extension

StationCX

MetaMask, MEW

Local testnet

LocalTerra

Ganache

Contract language(s)

Rust

Solidity, Vyper

Source: Terra Docs
61

Learn more about Terra’s smart contract system here

62

See “Terra Adds CosmWasm Integration in Partnership to provide Smart Contract Functionality”, Daniel Hwang, Terra Money, May 26, 2020
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Terra SDK (Python, Java)

Terraform Capital

Terra SDK is a development environment that allows

Terraform Capital is an instrument that helps the

the use of popular programming languages, such as

development of the Terra community by financing

Java or Python 3, to build applications on the Terra

the most prospective and interesting projects built on

blockchain. That means that programming on Terra

the Terra blockchain. Apart from the financial help,

can be convenient for a wider range of programmers.

Terraform Capital’s team provides advisory services

Moreover, the variety of available programming

and helps projects to access the market more quickly.

languages makes the Terra blockchain flexible and

Its help is mostly connected with the auditory costs as

utilitarian.63

well as with speeding up the auditory process for the
most promising community projects.64

4.2

Terra projects
DeFi

using proportional-integral-differential controllers,
typically employed in chemical engineering. In
particular, the controller can automatically adjust

Mars Protocol
Mars Protocol65 represents one of the most unique
money market solutions dedicated to enhancing the
industry by utilizing a dynamic interest rate model.
Existing solutions use a simple concept. The optimal
utilization rate is determined by assessing how risky
an asset can be, and over-utilization is discouraged by

controlled inputs to enhance a system’s performance
when the values of independent inputs change. In
this case, the interest rate functions as the control
parameter, aiding in optimal utilization. With this
technology, Mars Protocol calls such a set-up “reactive
interest rates” and expects to attract deposits and lend
the money out at lower risk.

a rapid increase in the credit interest rate. However,

Importantly, Mars introduces the concept of leveraged

such a model is inflexible and cannot quickly react to

yield farming strategies through “uncollateralized

the external market conditions due to the necessity

borrowing” alongside traditional collateralized

to use governance procedures to change the interest

borrowing. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that,

rate model.

in fact, there is collateral, but it doesn’t sit in a Mars

Mars Protocol overcomes this issue by incorporating
an algorithm that regulates the interest rate model

63

More information on Terra ecosystem here

64

Information about Terraform Capital can be found here

65

See “Mars Protocol Litepaper 2.0”, Mars Protocol, May 27, 2021
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liquidity pool. Mars intends to “bond” with the Mirror
and Anchor protocols to double the effective leverage
ratio, utilizing the following scheme:
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Figure 9

Scheme of operation of Mars Protocol
MIR rewards claimed
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Source: Cointelegraph Research, Mars Protocol Lightpaper

Running on Terra, Mars is led by a transparent and

○␣

decentralized governance structure comprising xMars
stakers, Martian Council. It manages the money
market and makes decisions regarding asset listing,

on Uniswap for the majority of asset pairs.
○␣

assets of the same price, such as LUNA and bLUNA.

as on the distribution of interest payments among
Martian Council itself.
Notably, the Terra environment ensures low

StableSwap invariant pools, which were initially
created by Curve to pair up stablecoins and other

risk parameters and uncollateralized credits, as well
depositors, the treasury, the insurance fund and the

Constant product pools, which are commonly used

○␣

Liquidity bootstrapping pools, created by Balancer,
to enhance a token’s price discovery process upon
its launch and minimize market manipulation.

transaction fees, cross-chain operability through
Cosmos’ IBC protocol and, ultimately, its trustless,

Therefore, the AMM is tailored for multiple asset

algorithmically collateralized stablecoin.

pairs, whereas most popular platforms usually utilize

Astroport

a single LP type and are unsuitable for certain asset
pairs. Moreover, Astroport also allows the users to

Although Astroport only launched at the end of

create new, customizable LPs by utilizing flexible pool

January 2022, more than a year after Terraswap — an

architecture, such as concentrated liquidity pools

official Terra Luna automated market maker (AMM) —

recently introduced on Uniswap.67

it attracted significant traction, making it the thirdmost valued Terra DApp prior to the release, with a
total value locked of $1.62 billion, as of April 4, 2022.66
Such a rapid increase is caused by an unprecedented
number of features, making the AMM more profitable
and flexible for liquidity providers, stakers and users.

However, the most critical feature of Astroport is
potentially its dual liquidity mining, made possible
by ASTRO Generators. These enable users to receive
ASTRO governance tokens and the governance tokens
of a third-party protocol by providing LP tokens and
ASTRO tokens to the liquidity pool. For instance, if

First, the builders are able to select among three main

a liquidity provider participates in an ANC-UST pair

liquidity pool types:

on Astroport, not only the Astroport but also ANC
governance tokens can be claimed through the staking
proxy incorporated by Astroport

66

More information on Astroport Protocol here

67

Video analysis of Astroport here
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Figure 10

Operation of ASTRO Generators
1
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Source: Mars Protocol Lightpaper, Cointelegraph Research

Importantly, third parties do not have to make any

ASTRO Tokens

○␣

4. The ASTRO generator sends
ASTRO tokens to the end user

LP Token

Third Party Tokens

Focused on the migration of liquidity from

alterations to their front-end or staking contracts, and

Terraswap, the ecosystem’s largest AMM at the

liquidity providers may also simultaneously participate

time, Phase I allowed liquidity providers to lock

in staking directly through the third party’s ecosystem.

their Terraswap on Astroport for a user-defined
period to receive ASTRO rewards later on.

The use of Astroport is further incentivized by the
governance model, which comprises two governance

○␣

Phase II attracted liquidity providers for the ASTRO-

tokens, xASTRO and vxASTRO. Firstly, users can

UST pair. ASTRO obtained through the airdrops

stake ASTRO to receive xASTRO. This will enable

or as rewards from Phase I could be deposited

participation in governance and receipt of 50% of

alongside UST, yet only UST could be withdrawn

the maximum trading fees from the Astral Assembly.

from the pool in case a liquidity provider had

However, xASTRO can also be locked to obtain

changed their mind. Therefore, this phase assisted

vxASTRO tokens, and subsequently, LPs could earn

immensely with the native token’s price discovery.

significant rewards from trading fees and governance

The participants were rewarded with the LP

power alongside generator boosts.

rewards and fees.

Astrodrop has also developed a sophisticated lockdrop
process to maximize liquidity upon the launch. A

A compilation of industry innovations alongside a

complex two-week program was carried out in two

complex launch strategy has allowed Astroport to

phases:

become the largest AMM on Terra months after the

68

launch, demoting Terraswap to the second position.

68

See “Countdown initiated: Announcing Astroport’s AstroDrop and launch date”, Astroport, November 17, 2021
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Figure 11

Total value Locked (TVL) on Terraswap and Astroport since the lockdrop
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NFT
In addition to the financial platforms, multiple
developers have focused on the growth of Terra’s
NFT landscape to enrich the blockchain’s DeFi
ecosystem even further. With more than 400 projects
in operation, NFTs have become one of the most
integral parts of Terra.69 Galactic Punks, LunaBulls and
Levana were the first platforms that have set an initial
development vector for the market.
With six leading NFT marketplaces — Knowhere.art,
Talis Protocol, Random Earth, OnePlanet, Messier.io
and Luart and Luart — the market segment is thriving.
In addition, TFM.com has built an NFT aggregator
displaying the floor price and rarity for any NFTs
across marketplaces for the first time on Terra, where
users can also browse and purchase them through a
single portal. For instance, the sales of LunaBulls NFTs
alone have exceeded 120,000 LUNA ($6.7 million as of

69

Information about Terra NFTs here

70

See LunaBulls Twitter

71

More info on Lunaverse here

72

More info on Terra Land here

73

More info on Terrafirma here

74

More info on Minerva here
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Terraswap
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Feb. 9, 2022). Notably, the biggest LunaBulls sale on
the secondary market was 1,069 LUNA, signaling an
unprecedented level of interest in the project and the
NFT Market on Terra, in general.70
Moreover, multiple NFTs built on Terra are dedicated
to GameFi, the metaverse and real-world applications.
Importantly, many of these are closely tied to and
collaborate with other DeFi protocols in the Terra
ecosystem. For instance, Terra-based metaverse
Lunaverse allows revenue through Anchor Protocol
and closely collaborates with StarTerra, Pylon
Protocol, LunaBulls and other noticeable projects.71
The real-world applications of Terra NFTs include
fractional online real estate investments on TerraLand
and Terrafirma,72, 73 as well as wine investments on
Minerva.74 Given the current attraction of the market
to Terra and the blooming NFT ecosystem on the
blockchain, we can expect further growth of the
market segment in the near future.
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Pricing and Valuation
Key Takeaways:
!

Terra is the second-largest blockchain in DeFi in total value locked (TVL), with $20.44 billion as of April 4, 2022.

!

As of March 2022, Terra had about 600,000 daily on-chain transactions.

!

LUNA exhibits some similarities in price movement with BTC and ETH but remains largely uncorrelated with
traditional assets such as stocks and gold.

Total value locked

now leading the race amongst other ‘Ethereum killers’,
with the nearest competitor, BNB, having $10 billion

The rise of total value locked from $53 million on

TVL.75

Jan. 1, 2021, to more than $20 billion one year later
suggests that Terra’s approach with “more intelligible”

It should be pointed out that the TVL of each network

DApps is starting to bear fruit. In December 2021,

is denominated in native tokens, which can be

Terra flipped Solana, Avalanche and BNB Chain by TVL

misleading for measuring ecosystem growth. Although

and is now the second-largest blockchain in the DeFi

an uptick in Terra’s TVL was not only caused by a price

market, with Ethereum holding first place. Moreover,

increase of its native token, it should be said that Terra

in November 2021, Terra was the only Ethereum

has been enjoying deflationary pressure on LUNA,

rival with a growing TVL of over $1 billion, while other

which fueled the price. Meanwhile, Solana’s SOL,

networks including BNB Chain, Polygon, Arbitrum and

Binance’s BNB and Avalanche’s AVAX have suffered

Fantom plateaued. Since the trend persisted, Terra is

losses, losing a chunk of their dominance.

Figure 12

Total value locked on major “Ethereum killers”
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More info on Terra chain here
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Yet, Terra’s TVL has other growth drivers apart from

Since Terra is only in its early stages of expansion, the

the price increase of its native token. Protocols built

network is still waiting for many of the announced

on the Terra network are emerging quickly, facilitating

projects to go live. With fewer just 23 protocols

massive capital inflows. In October 2021, Terra was the

launched, Terra’s TVL is dramatically concentrated in

fourth-largest blockchain by TVL, with only eight active

five protocols that accrue almost 95% of the network’s

protocols present. However, by the end of January

value as of April 4, 2022. Such a picture is not seen

2022, Terra had already had 17 live protocols, alongside

neither on Ethereum nor across any other blockchains

the rapid increase in TVL of Anchor, Lido and Astroport

newer to DeFi, such as BNB Chain, Solana, Avalanche or

protocols.76

smaller smart contract platforms.

Figure 13

Terra’s TVL distribution throughout its protocols
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Source: DefiLlama, Cointelegraph Research (as of April 4, 2022)

Moreover, network effects will likely stimulate growth
in the near future. Once more DEXes, money markets
and asset manager protocols arrive on the network,
Terra will draw in even more capital, allowing it to
narrow the gap with Ethereum.

Mirror

PRISM

Terraswap

Mars

Note: TVL locked in Anchor largely comes from TVL locked in Lido

Transactions
Terra exhibited significant growth in network
activity over the last year, with almost 700,000 daily
transactions seen in March, 2022. The amount of
transactions on Terra was swelling steadily throughout

This is especially the case as some exciting projects,

the year, but this may not be accurately reflective of the

including Mars protocol, a money market, and Nebula,

growing number of use cases and demand from users.

a dynamic ETF protocol, are yet to be launched, and

Findings from DAIC Capital show that around two-thirds

more than 150 other protocols on Terra Luna are

of the total number of transactions are in fact oracle

currently in development.

transactions, which help define asset prices on the
network and update price feeds.77 However, as oracle
transactions are executed on every blockchain to keep
it operating properly, we took into account that the data
of other blockchain activity is not “clean” either.

76

See full list of protocols and their TVLs here

77

Terra On-chain analysis here
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Figure 14

Daily transactions on Terra
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Source: Flipside Crypto (as of April 4, 2022)

Although Terra has roughly twice the number of Bitcoin

At the same time, Terra, along with other smart

transactions, it still lags behind other major layer-1

contract cryptocurrencies, is dwarfed by Ethereum,

blockchains by the daily number of transactions. Lower

which contributes 70% to the total DeFi transaction

live transactions per second (TPS) results in a huge

volume despite significant transaction fees.

lead down from competitors, with Solana nearing 1.5

Nevertheless, LUNA’s transaction volume grew in 2021

billion monthly TPS, and other smart contract networks

as its ecosystem became richer.

such as BNB Chain, Polygon, Ethereum, Fantom and
Avalanche also outrunning Terra.

Figure 15

Smart Contract Market by Trading Volume, %
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Source: CoinGecko, Cointelegraph Research

Pricing and correlations
Importantly, Terra has exhibited significant resistance
to overall market fluctuations. Even when Bitcoin and
Ether demonstrated a substantial decrease in their
prices, LUNA did not always follow the market trend.
In particular, although the values of BTC and ETH both
decreased by around 40% over 90 days from Nov. 1,
2021, to Jan. 31, 2022, LUNA exhibited a decline of only

ETH

SOL

LUNA

ADA

DOT

12%.78 Moreover, LUNA was taking advantage of BTC’s
and ETH’s decline.
As can be seen from Figure 16, LUNA’s price fall only
occurred when Bitcoin and Ether prices stabilized.
A rapid decline in its price at the end of January was
caused by the fact that Terra was found to be distantly
related to Wonderland, a platform with the same
co-founder as QuadrigaCX, which turned out to be a
Ponzi scheme back in 2019.79

78

More information about LUNA coin here

79

See “Why Did Wonderland Woes Send the Terra (LUNA) Crypto Plunging?”, Brenden Rearick, Investor Place, January 28, 2022
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Figure 16

LUNA’s Price Compared to those of BTC and ETH
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BTC

In addition, although there is at least some correlation

independent of those of traditional assets and Blok

with BTC and ETH, LUNA’s value is essentially

crypto ETFs.

Figure 17
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Terra Luna Community
Key Takeaways:
!

In 2018, Terra secured $32 million from eminent investors, including Polychain Capital, Arrington XRP and
Binance Labs, among others.

!

The number of Terra’s Twitter sits among the second tier of layer-1 blockchains with almost 400,000 followers.

!

LUNA token holders vote on community proposals actively, with an average rate of voting participation above
60%, as per 10 recently passed proposals on Terra Station.
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Number of users and activity on
different projects over time

Finally, Mirror is the most popular protocol for tokenized
stock trading across all the major blockchain networks

Ethereum’s shockingly high gas prices have rendered
its ecosystem only suitable to large traders, opening
a window of opportunity for other blockchain
networks with higher throughput and lower fees.
While Ethereum struggles to make small transactions
financially attractive, given its $60–$300 network
fees, other blockchains are paving the way for mass
retail adoption, offering users access to similar tools
they would find on Ethereum. Terra is leading the
pack of “Ethereum killers,” flipping Avalanche, Solana
and, finally, BNB Chain within three months after the
Columbus-5 upgrade.

in terms of user base and TVL.84 Attracting users to
employ DeFi is challenging, yet Terra shows how a smart
contract platform can effectively push adoption by
creating clear value propositions for wider audiences.

Main developers and institutional
investors
Terra has been receiving extensive financial support
from institutional investors throughout its lifetime.
In 2018, Terra secured $32 million from eminent
investors, including Polychain Capital, Arrington XRP
and Binance Labs, among others.85 In January 2021,

The Terra ecosystem made remarkable progress in
adoption with users both inside and outside the crypto
industry. Terra started with a comprehensive go-tomarket strategy for its stablecoins in 2018, and by 2022,
it had successfully integrated its stablecoins into the
Asian payments system. Terra has built a deep presence
in its home e-commerce market in Korea with the Chai
app and launched the platform in Thailand and Vietnam
in 2021. Chai has a user base of more than 2.5 million
80

people and processes around $100,000 daily.

81

Apart from payments, Terra’s stablecoins underpin
the DApps built by Terraform Labs and the Terra

Terraform Labs, the company behind Terra, raised
$25 million from Galaxy Digital, Coinbase Ventures,
Pantera Capital and others to build more use cases
for the ecosystem.86 These two rounds brought the
funding for the core Terra infrastructure to $57
million, in addition to investments from venture
capitalists backing individual startups built on the
Terra blockchain. In July 2021, Terra also attracted
$150 million in funding from Pantera Capital, Galaxy
Digital and BlockTower Capital to support projects in
the ever-growing DeFi ecosystem.87
Terraform Labs, the company behind Terra blockchain,
works closely with IDEO CoLab Ventures, a product-

community, including its core products of the
ecosystem — Anchor, a lending protocol; Astroport,
a decentralized exchange; and Mirror, a protocol
for real-world asset representation (specifically, U.S.
stocks). Deposits, stock and crypto trading are the
most straightforward financial primitives and seem
to be the easiest to understand for the uninitiated in
DeFi. This creates a loop where users don’t need to
leave the ecosystem to earn and spend their money.
Indeed, Anchor, Astroport and Mirror had all gained
massive traction by 2022, denoting the extent to which
usability of basic DApps feeds through to ecosystem
growth. Anchor has roughly $7 billion as as of April 4,
2022, and its growth pattern is very similar to that of
Aave’s and Compound’s in 2020: explosive growth.

82, 83

focused crypto VC fund, and Delphi Digital, a research
company. The two companies provide continuous
support to the ecosystem, incubating Terra-based
projects and analyzing their performance. IDEO
CoLab and Delphi Labs also run hackathons for Terra,
educating more people about the ecosystem.88
It is crucial to understand how exactly the protocol
works to elaborate new yield strategies or decide
whether to invest in the protocol’s token. In the Terra
ecosystem, content from Delphi Digital is worth
keeping an eye on. Working at the coalface of Terra’s
ecosystem development, Delphi Digital can provide
some insight into product development ahead of the
launch, or even before the official content is released.89

80

See “SoftBank Ventures Asia co-leads $45m round of Korean fintech startup”, Samreen Ahmad, Tech in Asia, December 21, 2021

81

More Chai statistics here

82

More Terra statistics here

83

More Anchor Protocol statistics here

84

More Mirror Protocol statistics here

85

See “South Korean Stablecoin Project Raises $32 Million From Binance, OKEx, Others”, William Suberg, Cointelegraph, August 29, 2018

86

See “LUNA doubles in price after $25 million investment by Galaxy Digital”, Cyrus McNally, Cointelegraph, February 3, 2021

87

See “Introducing the $150 Million Terra Ecosystem Fund”, Terra Money, July 16, 2021

88

Learn more about DeFi hackathon here

89

See “Jose & Yan discuss Delphi Labs, Incubating Mars/Astroport, & Token Economic Design”, Jose Maria Macedo, Yan Liberman, Delphi Digital,
November 23, 2021
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Astroport is a primer for collaboration between Terra

As the race for mass adoption among “Ethereum

builders and Delphi Digital. The digital asset think

killers” is in full swing, awareness becomes a crucial

tank helped to design the tokenomics of the protocol

element of growth, as it can be transformed into

and build the DEX. Delphi Digital delved into the

usage. Terra boasts a vast audience across various

details of the Astroport token design, while the official

social media platforms and enjoys audience growth as

documentation provided more general information

more exciting protocols launch on the network. Terra’s

about the DEX.

Telegram and Reddit communities are reasonably
small, each of which comprising 30,000 members,90, 91
yet are more engaged compared to other blockchains.

Social media metrics
For smart contract platforms, organic adoption and
native growth is unachievable without a large enough
user base, which is engaged with the ecosystem and
enthusiastic about up-and-coming products. Terra has
built a community of “LUNAtics” — ecosystem fans or

Measuring ecosystem awareness by Twitter followers,
Terra belongs to the second tier of layer-1 blockchains
with more than 325,000 followers on its official Twitter
account.92 Yet the audience has been growing fast over
the last three months — up 60% since November.

promoters who actively utilize existing projects on the
network and are eager to explore or help build and
test out new protocols.

Twitter followers (Millions)

Figure 18
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Governance
In crypto, what is more important than passive
followers is an engaged community of governance
token holders — and Terra boasts one. Active
governance participants discuss the changes that
would merit the protocol, create polls and vote on
the proposals. On Terra, community members use
Agora, Terra’s research forum, to propose and debate
changes regarding technical upgrades to the network,
adjust help tokenomics to the market conditions,
improve the ways to manage community pool
spending, or even discuss any unforeseen issues.93
LUNA tokenholders vote on proposals actively, with an

average rate of voting participation above 60%, as per
10 recently passed proposals on Terra Station.94
Terra thrives on its community governance, and
though major upgrades such as Columbus-5 and
IBC transfers come from Terraform Labs (we take a
closer look at these major proposals in the “Future
growth” section), LUNAtics also have a chance to
contribute to the network development.95 For instance,
some changes in the pivotal Columbus-5 upgrade
were inspired by proposals from Terra community
members.96 UST onboarding to zkSync and StarkNet,
as well as incentives for UST adoption on Avalanche,
Fantom and Moonbeam, are also the result of

90

See more community discussions here

91

Terra Luna Telegram chat here

92

Terra twitter account here

93

More info on Terra voting here

94

List of Terra’s governing proposals here

95

Proposals on Terra government can be submitted here

96

See “Columbus-5 Launches — Welcome to the Future of Terra”, Terra Money, September 30, 2021
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community forethought on Agora.97 As Terra’s core

amassed roughly $10 billion in TVL, and the auditor

team bets on interchain future and the growing role

has a damaged reputation in the space.98 According

of UST across multiple networks, these proposals

to the community spending proposal, Anchor has

highlight that the community sees eye to eye with

undergone a security audit from cyber security firms

major developers.

Code4rena and Oak Securities, which have charged

However, governance in the Terra ecosystem is not
limited to the Terra blockchain itself. Rather, every

approval of the proposal.99

major protocol has introduced its own governance

In late January 2021, the Anchor community utilized

token to navigate the landscape moving forward.

its power again when some members proposed to

Anchor is a vivid example of an active community here

dissolve the partnership with Abracadabra Money

since the ANC token holders initiated and voted on

and Wonderland, following some controversy on

two proposals over the last month to address crucial

the identity of some key figures in the protocol

outstanding issues.

team.100 Although the proposal hasn’t passed, it

First, the community called for the protocol’s security
check: Anchor had been last audited long before it

7

approximately $200,000 for their services upon

underscores how the community can immediately
react to situations that imperil long-term growth of the
community.

Regulation and Risks
Key Takeaways:
!

Terra’s low validator count is a common drawback that leads to centralization concerns.

!

The SEC stated that UST can be treated as a security because of Anchor’s protocol, which allows users to lend
money at yields of 20% per year.

!

LUNA is likely to be considered a commodity in the U.S. requiring KYC and AML/CFT compliance.

97

See community discussion on Agora here

98

See community discussion regarding Anchor audit here

99

Information about security audit of Anchor here

100

See “Finance Redefined: Wonderland reveal and Wormhole hacked, Jan. 28–Feb. 4”, Tom Farren, Cointelegraph, February 4, 2022
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7.1

Regulation
How do regulatory authorities classify
LUNA and stablecoins?
Given the previous attitudes of regulatory authorities
toward tokens such as Basic Attention Token (BAT) and
Golem (GLM), which are used in the ecosystem, LUNA

Figure 19

would likely be treated as a utility ecosystem token.101
This is especially the case, as LUNA is used to balance
the price of Terra stablecoins, perform transactions
and pay fees. Thus, regulators in different jurisdictions
are likely to treat Luna differently. See Figure 19.

Regulation of LUNA in Various Jurisdictions

Country/
Organization

Regulation measures

KYC

AML/CFT

Licensing/ registration

Extra notes

United States

Likely to be considered a

Yes

Yes

Due to the Commodities

LUNA does not fall under security

commodity (internal use,

Exchange Act of 1936,

for governance, fees)

commodities can be freely

102

traded on traditional and

European

LUNA is likely to be

Union

regulated as a utility token,

Yes

Yes

Australia

Probably treated as a non-

Most probably considered

Regulated by Markets in Crypto-

registered as a crypto asset

pegged stable value
Yes

Yes

depending on LUNA’s use cases
Assets and falls under one of three
digital asset categories: assetreferenced tokens, e-money tokens,

provider

or a broad utility token category

No licensing regimes or

In that case, projects must just

104

financial product

reasons, and not as an investment
instrument. However, this may vary

that case, Terra must be

pertain to tokens with a

value and are used for internal

digital markets103

as a utility token, and in

as the first two categories

type, as they don’t have specific

registration for nonfinancial products

comply with Australian consumer
law, KYC/AML/CFT, Corporations
Act105

China

Uncertain due to firm digital

Uncertain

Uncertain

Uncertain

asset policies

All the cases are considered
individually and are subject to very
thorough scrutiny due to Chinese
governmental rules and restrictions

Hong Kong

LUNA token will be treated

Yes

Yes

as a utility token in Hong

registration or regulation

Kong

Japan

Probably considered as a

There is no special
needed for non-security

Yes

Yes

virtual commodity

For now, all the digital assets are
treated as virtual commodities or
virtual assets and are not specifically

coins106

regulated apart from securities

Yes, the entities are

There are no further special

regulated by the Financial
Services Authority and

regulations to coins that are not
considered as securities

must be registered as a
crypto asset provider107
Financial

Combat suspicious activities

Action Task

and monitor the LUNA

Yes

Yes

No

FATF rules are applied to most
digital assets to make investing in

Force (FATF)

market to avoid speculation

them more clear and trustworthy

Source: Cointelegraph Research

101

Learn more about utility tokens here

102

More info about Terra Protocol governance here

103

A CFTC Primer on Virtual Currencies can be found here

104

See “10 things you need to know about MiCA: Europe’s proposals for regulating crypto assets”, Bradley Rice, Tim Cant, Ashurst, October 7, 2020

105

Learn more about cryptocurrency regulation in Australia here

106

Learn more about cryptocurrency regulation in Hong Kong here

107

Learn more about cryptocurrency regulation in Japan here
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Stablecoins are a type of coin whose value is pegged

○␣

to a fiat currency. Thus, various regulation regimes
can be applied to these. Several general groups

manipulations)
○␣

of regulatory issues and practices are usually

Money movement issues (money laundering,

Trading and investments (are they treated as
securities or commodities?)

characteristic of stablecoins:
○␣

Banking (registration, licensing)

○␣

Specific digital assets regulations (special licenses,
prohibitions, special regulatory regimes for
cryptocurrencies in some countries).

Figure 20

Regulation of Terra Stablecoins in Various Jurisdictions

Country/
Organization

Regulation measures

KYC

AML/CFT

Licensing/ registration

Extra notes

United States

Likely to be considered a

Yes

Yes

Yes, the issuer must be

Likely does not fall under the definition

convertible virtual currency

registered as a money
services business with

of a security or commodity, although it
depends on the usage of stablecoins

the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network108
European

May fall within e-money

Union

or units in alternative

Yes

Yes

If considered e-money,
licensing is necessary

investment funds (AIF)

In case of AIF, things are also complicated,
as such stablecoins should be regulated
according to the collective investment
undertakings framework, and this
framework is not applicable to stablecoins
yet109

Australia

Probably treated as a

Yes

Yes

“financial product”

China

Uncertain due to firm digital

Yes, issuer must hold
an Australian financial

Uncertain

Uncertain

A financial product means that assets can
belong to one of the following groups:

license110

managed investment scheme, security,

Uncertain

All the cases are considered individually

asset policies

derivative or non-cash payment facility

and are subject to very thorough scrutiny
due to Chinese governmental rules and
restrictions111

Hong Kong

One of the following

In some cases, licensing

For now, most of the digital assets are

treatments is possible:

Yes

Yes

and registration regimes

treated as virtual commodities or virtual

1) money, certificate of

could be applied

assets and are not specifically regulated

deposit, bill of exchange or
promissory note,
2) securities, 3) structured
product or regulated
investment agreement
Japan

Probably considered as a

Yes

Yes

payment instrument

FATF

Market integrity and

Yes

customer protection rules113

Yes

Yes, payment instrument It is expected that Japan will have clear
providers must obtain a and welcoming lawsill have a clear and
license 112

welcoming laws

No

Also projects must provide proper
monitoring and control of stablecoins flow

Source: Cointelegraph Research

108

See Application of FinCEN’s Regulations to Certain Business Models Involving Convertible Virtual Currencies, FIN-2019-G001 (May 9, 2019)
(the “2019 FinCEN Guidance”); Application of FinCEN’s Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging, or Using Virtual Currencies, FIN2013-G001 (Mar. 18, 2013) (the “2013 FinCEN Guidance”).

109

Directive 2011/61/EU

110

See Information sheet 225 from ASIC available online here

111

See “STABLECOINS: A GLOBAL OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS IN ASIA PACIFIC, EUROPE, THE UAE AND THE US”, Clifford Chance,
September, 2019

112

Learn more about cryptocurrency regulation in Japan here

113

See “BIS Working Papers No 905 Stablecoins: risks, potential and regulation”, Douglas Arner, Raphael Auer, Jon Frost, Bank for Institutional
Settlement, November, 2020
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7.2

Risks and Drawbacks
Centralization
(low number of validators)

Regulatory uncertainty

One of the Terra’s main problems is its low number of

be triggered by Terra stablecoins, the uncertainty of

validators in the ecosystem. For example, there were

regulators’ approaches and rules can still lead to some

only about 100 validators as of July 2021.

regulatory issues for Terra and projects built on top of

Although we stated that severe regulations should not

114

The fewer

validators, the longer it takes the blockchain to process

it. As an example, recently, the United States Securities

transactions. The validation process takes more time,

and Exchange Commission stated that UST can be

and the ecosystem performs slower than intended.

treated as a security because of Anchor’s protocol,

However, there is also another issue related to the
low validators number: the centralization of the
ecosystem. A blockchain network becomes more
decentralized when there are numerous validators.

which allows users to lend money at yields of 20%
per year.116 This, in turn, means that a person can get
income through third-parties, which falls under Howey
Test conditions.

Currently, multiple community members are
concerned that a low number of validators may

Learning toolbox

become a problem when it comes to making decisions

The Howey Test is used to determine whether

and directing the project.115 Validators are also

a transaction can be considered an investment

responsible for development voting. Therefore, the

contract. In case it is true, it is treated as a

project can become quite centralized, leading to the

security by the U.S. Supreme Court. Therefore,

minority making vital decisions for the network, which

it is subject to the Securities Act of 1933 and

may potentially disadvantage the rest of the users and

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Such a

bring detrimental economic and societal effects to the

transaction is subject to particular disclosure and

blockchain.

registration requirements in the United States.
However, this raises another question: Why should
U.S. laws be applied if a person in South Korea lends
money through a decentralized protocol built in Japan
to a person located in Europe? Nevertheless, these
regulatory issues make Terra’s life more difficult and
carry certain risks for its investors and developers.

114

See “Everything You Should Know About Validators on Terra”, Adam J. Cheshier, Data Driven Investor, July 6, 2021

115

See community discussions on the number of Terra validators here

116

See “Why Avalanche, Terra Luna, and Uniswap Are Falling Off a Cliff Today”, Zhiyuan Sun, The Motley Fool, September 20, 2021
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Future Growth
Key Takeaways:
!

In 2021, Terra’s market capitalization skyrocketed from just under $300 million at the beginning of the year to
over $30 billion 12 months later.

!

Terra takes a two-sided approach to scaling: It leverages the built-in Cosmos SDK and deploys multiple crosschain bridges.

!

The pivotal Columbus-5 upgrade simplified Terra’s dual-token economic model and created a closer bond
between UST adoption and LUNA’s token price.

Competitors
Terra operates in a highly competitive market of smart

a new blockchain; its native token price rallied; and

contract platforms dominated by Ethereum, which

more capital flooded into the ecosystem. The growing

secured $120 billion in TVL and is still unparalleled to

demand pushed the token’s price to a new all-time

any blockchain network by DApps and users, despite

high for a rickety period of dominance, and adopters

other smart contract platforms trying to keep up

soon abandoned it for “a new hope.” All major layer

(often struggling than not).117 The market competition

1s have fallen victim to this fundamental feature (or a

in the second half of 2021 was unprecedented, as

bug?) of the attention economy, and LUNA could not

the crypto community was desperately looking for

escape this hype cycle either.

an ultimate “Ethereum killer.” The crowd put faith in

Figure 21

Price variation of “Ethereum killers” from the value at July 1, 2021
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Source: DefiLlama, Cointelegraph Research
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Avalanche

Algorand

Polkadot

Cardano

Terra

More statistics on Ethereum chain here
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In 2021, Terra’s market capitalization skyrocketed from

If the future is only for one Ethereum rival ecosystem

just under $300 million at the beginning of the year to

to thrive, Terra would need to grow faster than any

over $30 billion 12 months later. Cardano and Solana,

other smart contract platform, constantly onboarding

although still enjoying higher market capitalizations,

new projects and users. But how could this be

are losing ground to Terra. Avalanche is now lagging

achieved? Blockchain ecosystem development funds

behind Terra by roughly $7 million after being able

and liquidity mining incentive programs come into play

to briefly overtake Terra by market capitalization in

here. Terra launched a $150-million ecosystem fund in

November 2021. But looking at past performances,

June 2021 to support development on the network in

Terra might be the winner of them all since it has

addition to a $5.6-billion community pool. Terra was

managed to tame public interest and convert it into

one of the first layer 1s to announce an ecosystem

usage: Terra’s TVL swelled by 70% over the six-month

fund, and it has probably forced other ecosystems to

“layer-1 fever” season. Anchor alone fetched over

establish similar development funds. While other layer

$7 billion in TVL with its 20% deposit APY and user-

1s may outrank Terra by the size of their stimulus, in

friendly interface.

the long run, it is still a matter of achieving sustainable

118

growth after the “inorganic growth” phase.
Figure 22

Ecosystem funds and liquidity program launch announcement timeline

June 10, 2021

July 16, 2021

Aug 18, 2021

Aug 30, 2021

Aug 30, 2021

Arrington XRP Capital
launchwe $100 million
Algorand Ecosystem
Fund

Terra introduses $150
million Ecosystem
Fund

Avalanche announces
Rush, a $180 liquidity
mining program

Fantom unveils a 370
FTM incentive program

Celo launches as
$100 million incentive
program

Sep 9, 2021

Oct 16, 2021

Oct 25, 2021

Nov 1, 2021

Nov 17, 2021

Harmony announces
a $300 million
ecosystem fund

Binance smart Chain
launches a $1 billion
ecosystem Growth
Fund

NEAR announces
a $800 million
ecosystem fund

Avalanche introduces
Blizzard a $200 million
developer fund

Oasis Foundation
debuts a $160 million
ecosystem fund

Nov 30, 2021

Dec 14, 2021

Jan 11, 2022

Jan 19, 2022

Feb 3, 2022

Borderless Capital
unveils a $600 million
Algorand-focused fund

Solana Ventures
debuts a $150 million
fund for games built
on Solana

Binance Labs
contributed $200
million to Oasis
ecosistem fund

Secret Network
announces a $400
million ecosystem
fund

Terra Launches a
$16 million program
for UST adoption on
Avalanche. Fantom,
Moonbearn, zkSync,
and StarkNet

Source: Cointelegraph, Medium, Decrypt, Near.org, Fantom Foundation

Arguably, Terra has also gained an edge over other

The technical capabilities of the blockchain, in general,

blockchains by working on the intersection of DeFi

and scalability, in particular, are inevitably critical,

and TradFi since its early age. Its stablecoins can be

especially as Terra increases its user base. Moreover,

used in both the real world and crypto. Lowering the

the degree of decentralization plays a vital role in

barrier to the crypto world entry is a key area where

sustaining the secure operation of the ecosystem and

the blockchain has high chances of surpassing its

is highly dependent on the number of validators. In

competitors. As Terra’s payments infrastructure is used

Figure 23, Terra is compared to its rivals both on the

by a more mainstream audience, the ecosystem has the

technical side and economic performance. Overall,

potential to exponentially grow its user base. However,

despite a relatively low theoretical transactions limit,

this February, Solana launched its payments protocol,

Terra is still capable of delivering sufficient scalability.

Solana Pay, which may challenge Terra’s dominance

Yet the most important issue that can be perceived is

in bridging the crypto and ecommerce markets.

centralization. This may become an issue in the future

Nevertheless, unlike Terra’s Chai, Solana is relying on

as the blockchain continues its growth.

119

the USDC stablecoin, and it’s also unclear whether
Solana was already able to onboard any merchants.
118

More statistics on Terra chain here

119

See “Solana Pay launches to expand crypto e-commerce market”, Tom Farren, Cointelegraph, February 1, 2022
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Layer-1 blockchains comparison

Figure 23

Blockchain
platform

Transactions
per second live
environment

Transaction per second
maximum theoretical
limit

Number of
validators

Market
capitalization

Total value
locked (TVL)

Number of
DApps

Ethereum

14

100K+ (ETH 2.0)

222K

$423 billion

$94 billion

2,900

Solana

1,416

710K

1,457

$43 billion

$5.8 billion

1,200

Polkadot

1,700

100K

297

$23 billion

$2.3 billion

91

Cardano

2.8

5K

2,924

$41 billion

$0.25 billion

2

Near

8.5

100K

100

$11 billion

$1.14 billion

21

Avalanche

6.47

20K+

1,230

$25 billion

$10.3 billion

166

Terra

0.4

10K

130

$41 billion

$20.9 billion

17

Source: Cointelegraph Research, Consensys, Solana, Polkadot.subscan, Near-overview, Explorer.avax, Terra.stake (as of April 4, 2022)

8.1

Columbus-5 Update
Blockchain interoperability
The development activity on independent smart
contract platforms, massive capital influx for each,
and growing communities point to the fact that a
future with only one major blockchain is unlikely.
If one imagines the future of DeFi as a multichain
world with no monolithic winner, Terra may perhaps

be the one that capitalizes most in this scenario.
Terra’s strategy is to become a major inter-chain
decentralized stablecoin issuer. To drive up demand
for UST and export it across the broadest ecosystem
of blockchains, Terra takes a two-sided approach
to scaling: It leverages the built-in Cosmos SDK and
deploys multiple cross-chain bridges.

Terra’s multichain future

Figure 24

Terra is poised to capitalize on the multi-chain future
Terra will be the most connected blockchain, and $UST is the asset that paves highways that connect all blockchains
Bridges

Connected to

LayerZero

Portalbridge

AXELAR
Shuttle

Kadena

TAM: $100B+, and growing

Source: Medium
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Built on the Cosmos SDK, Terra is able to connect

The ecosystem of IBC-enabled networks is expanding

to other independent blockchains that also

fast, potentially increasing UST’s reach. So far,

utilize the Tendermint consensus via the Inter-

the number of IBC-capable blockchains has been

Blockchain Communication (IBC). IBC, a standardized

indeed growing rapidly, up from 22 blockchains in

communication protocol, transfers data and tokens

November 2021 to 36 in early February 2022, and

among IBC-compatible chains, enhancing asset liquidity

more exciting chains such as Archway, Celestia and

and utility on the interacting chains.120 Although Terra

Tgrade will be coming to Cosmos in 2022.125 Overall,

was built with IBC baked in, the functionality had to be

Peng Zhong, CEO of Tendermint — the core developer

activated manually. The move toward easier cross-chain

of the Cosmos blockchain — expects more than 150

communication was initiated as a part of the major

blockchains to join the IBC network in 2022, which

network upgrade Columbus-5 on Sept. 30, 2021.121

opens up a huge opportunity for Terra and UST.126

However, the IBC functionality only went live in late

However, some of the chains that support IBC have

October following the governance vote, finally opening

received little traction up to this point, both in terms

the door for Terra to the multichain IBC universe.

of TVL and the number of transactions. So, it would

122

With the IBC functionality, Terra has the ability to send
data and assets to more than 30 Cosmos-enabled
networks, including the promising Osmosis and Secret
Network, and more than 260 DApps.123, 124 For Terra, this
means a larger total addressable market for UST since
none of the IBC-compatible chains provide stablecoins

be too reckless to assume a direct relationship
between the size of the IBC network and demand for
UST. Still, the value for Terra is clear: UST has a high
probability of becoming the dominant stablecoin for
IBC, harnessing the demand for non-volatile assets in
Cosmos and the absence of alternatives to UST.

for the Cosmos-based protocols. Joining the Cosmos

The second element of the expansion strategy for

ecosystem, Terra has brought $133 million in liquidity

Terra is connecting to non-IBC blockchains, building

on Osmosis, the largest DEX in the Cosmos ecosystem.

UST presence in more competitive fields. Although

With that, UST is now the third-largest asset by liquidity

any launch of a cross-chain bridge was not a part of

on the DEX, only behind the native tokens of Osmosis

the Columbus-5 upgrade, we discuss bridge transfers

(OSMO) and Cosmos (ATOM).

in this section because they are a crucial part of the

Figure 25

Liquidity of LUNA and UST on the Osmosis DEX

By April 2022, UST and LUNA have amassed almost $450 million in liquidity on Osmosis, major
DEX in the Cosmos ecosystem, proving demand for Terra’s tokens across IBC-capable networks
700
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Source: Osmosis

120

See “Columbus-5 Launches — Welcome to the Future of Terra”, Terra Money, September 30, 2021

121

See Columbus-5 announcement here

122

See proposal on IBC transfer here

123

See map of IBC transfers here

124

Learn more about Cosmos ecosystem here

125

See “Testnets Coming to Cosmos in H1 2022”, Christina Cosmos, Cosmos blockchain, February 3, 2022

126

See “‘We’ll see about 200 chains connected through Cosmos’ IBC next year,’ says Tendermint CEO Peng Zhong”, Zhiyuan Sun, Cointelegraph,
November 10, 2021
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discussion on increasing Terra’s connectivity. Terra

assets between Terra and other non-IBC compatible

has taken another step toward wider UST adoption by

smart contract platforms, including Ethereum, its

connecting to other major blockchains through cross-

alternatives, and some layer-2 networks.

chain bridges that enable a seamless flow of data and
Figure 26

Cross-chain bridges available on Terra

Cross-chain bridge

Supported chains

Terra Bridge (Shuttle)

Ethereum, BSC, Harmony, Osmosis

Portalbridge

Avalanche, BSC, Ethereum, Oasis, Polygon, Solana

Allbridge

Aurora, Avalanche, BSC, Celo, Ethereum, Fantom, Fuse, Harmony, Polygon, Solana

Axellar Satellite

Avalanche, Ethereum, Fantom, Moonbeam, Polygon

Anyswap

Fantom

Source: Cointelegraph Research

However, despite the growing popularity of Wormhole

actions in a single transaction and only pay fees on

among Terra users, Terra Bridge remains the most

the blockchain where the transaction was initiated.128

popular bridge on the platform with a surging amount

Once the protocol arrives, it will address the liquidity

of daily transactions. Nonetheless, the ultimate cross-

fragmentation across multiple bridges while also

chain future for Terra might still be ahead, with the

providing a better inter-chain experience for users.

most powerful solution not yet launched: LayerZero,
an omnichain interoperable protocol, aims to enable
seamless asset transfer for Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) and non-EVM chains.127 Backed by Terra founder
Do Kwon, this protocol may hint at Terra’s vision of the
multichain future.

For Terra, LayerZero perhaps would not be crucial in
terms of extending its reach to other networks since
Terra is already geared on that front. Rather, it would
help eliminate the barrier for wider UST adoption,
which is currently hindered by the need to make
additional transactions to use UST outside of the IBC

The protocol targets to facilitate compound

stack. LayerZero’s state-of-the-art approach to inter-

transactions that take place in different protocols

chain transactions adds to the conversation about how

across independent chains — i.e., unstake from

Terra and UST could benefit from growth on other

Avalanche, bridge to Terra, stake in Lido on Terra.

blockchains.

With LayerZero, it should be possible to have all these

Figure 27

Daily transaction count on Terra Bridge and Wormhole
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Source: Cointelegraph Research, Flipside Crypto

127

See “LayerZero- An Omnichain Interoperability Protocol” Ryan Zarick, Layer Zero Officially, September 16, 2021

128

Watch video on Layer Zero Labs AMA here
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Terra’s UST had become the fastest growing

stablecoin market by February 2022, UST still lags far

decentralized stablecoin in 2021, surpassing

behind USDT and USDC. Yet UST could absorb some

MakerDAO’s Dai, another decentralized stablecoin, by

demand, especially for DeFi-related transactions,

market capitalization by the end of the year. Despite

amid growing negative sentiment toward centralized

Terra’s UST having won a 7.2% share of the broader

stablecoins, particularly Tether’s USDT.

Figure 28

Market capitalization of UST vs. DAI
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UST

DAI

So far, the elevated demand for UST can be attributed

worthwhile for UST to cement a dominant position

to several factors, including Anchor’s 20% APY on

in this emerging market. Further, it helps reinforce

UST, native demand from the growing number of

UST’s presence in Dai’s home base: the now-modular

use cases for UST in Terra’s ecosystem, and even

Ethereum ecosystem.

listings on Coinbase Pro, Binance and Huobi. Arguably,
elevated usage of UST on non-IBC compatible chains
also contributed to the meteoric rise of UST market
capitalization.

The pivotal Columbus-5 upgrade also introduced

On Feb. 7, 2022, Terra passed a vote to onboard UST
to zkSync and StarkNet, the two Ethereum scaling
solutions that have gained traction over the last
several months.129 A 15-million UST deposit will be
used to bootstrap liquidity for UST pairs on ZigZag, an
orderbook DEX built on zk-Rollups. Given the soaring
adoption of zk-Rollup projects, in both the amount
of unique users and capital deployed, it would be

Figure 29

Economic updates
changes to Terra’s tokenomics. Its purpose was to
simplify Terra’s dual token economic model and to
create a closer bond between UST adoption and
LUNA’s price: Minting 1 UST now requires burning $1
worth of LUNA, while redeeming 1 LUNA mandates
burning 1 LUNA worth of UST. An increase in UST’s
supply creates deflationary pressure on LUNA, pushing
its price up. Due to the network upgrade, LUNA’s price
is now the function of demand for UST.

Total LUNA supply vs total UST supply
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Learn more about zkSync and StarkNet implementation proposal here
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Prior to the Columbus-5 upgrade, all the seigniorage —

The community pool contained roughly 98,675,000

the amount of LUNA tokens used to mint UST — was

LUNA before the Columbus-5 update, but following the

either employed to back Terra’s community pool or

network upgrade, 88,675,000 LUNA from the community

distributed as rewards for the network’s validators.

pool was burned (swapped for UST). However, 10 million

Now that Columbus-5 is live, LUNA is permanently

LUNA was left in the community pool in order to fund

burned, and no more seigniorage is diverted to the

community initiatives in the future.

130

community pool.
Figure 30

UST Market Cap
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Source: CoinMarketCap, Cointelegraph Research

Though some community members have questioned

the ecosystem less risky.133 In the short term, Ozone

the burning of roughly 90% of LUNA in the community

plans to add support for Mirror and Orion, other major

pool, Do Kwon personally advocated for this decision.

protocols on Terra.

Assuming LUNA’s appreciation in the long run, if
unburned, the wealth in the community pool would
“at some point prove to be a liability for the whole
ecosystem.”131 This move also ruled out the possibility
of a LUNA token dump triggered by capital unlocking
from the community pool.

Circling back to the UST–LUNA tokenomics model, it
is important to say that the Columbus-5 economic
upgrade rests on the basic premise that demand for
UST stablecoins will grow continuously. So far, this
premise has proven to be accurate, and it has put
LUNA among the best performing assets of the year,

A considerable amount of UST proceeds from the
burn — $1 billion — was used to bootstrap Risk
Harbor Ozone, a risk management marketplace that
provides protection against smart contract risks
for DeFi protocols in the Terra ecosystem. Terra’s
community fund is in fact the sole underwriter for Risk
Harbor Ozone v1, which means it will bear the costs of
any capital loss events, including hacks.

with most of the gains coming after the upgrade.
However, UST demand contraction, which may stem
from multiple reasons, will implicitly result in LUNA’s
price drop. Risks linked to dwindling UST demand may
arise from governance regulations, UST depeg, or hacks
on UST-based protocols, or even “black swan” events
like the Abracadabra.Money turmoil. Hence, Luna
Foundation Guards have decided to invest in Bitcoin

Ozone was officially launched on Dec. 31, 2021,

to relieve the pressure on the native LUNA token and

starting with insurance offerings for Anchor.

mitigate detrimental consequences for the blockchain

132

Though

there’s only $10 million under protection (as of April

in case of a rapid decrease in UST demand. Moreover,

4, 2022) — just a fraction of Anchor’s multi-billion-

Kwon proclaimed Terra blockchain as a potential layer-2

dollar TVL — Ozone is poised to become a crucial

solution for BTC, where “Bitcoin only needs to be good

element for Terra as it makes capital allocation into

at being one thing, being an asset.”

130

Learn more about proposal to burn all seigniorage here

131

See Do Kwon’s commentary on the decision to burn 88,675,000 LUNA from the community pool here

132

See Risk Harbor’s Ozone launch announcement here

133

Learn more about Risk Harbor’s Ozone here
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Technical advancements
The Columbus-5 update brought on additional
enhancements dedicated to increase the platform’s
stability, called mempool prioritization.

Learning toolbox
All the transactions that are waiting to be
executed are contained in the mempool.
Therefore, mempool prioritization allows some
transactions to get confirmed ahead of the
others.
Mempool prioritization will work in such a way that
oracle votes that are essential for keeping the UST
emissions at correct prices will be executed ahead
of others. Moreover, mempool prioritization will aid

© Cointelegraph Research, 2022

the reduction of the stress on applications on Terra
should network traffic soar, thereby easing network
congestion notably.
Among others, technical updates include a 33time maximum-gas-limit-per-block increase, giving
developers more freedom and other minor changes.
Such a limit is of high importance since developers
coming up with various DeFi protocols include sets
of rules that need to be met for a transaction to get
executed. With higher maximum amounts of gas per
block, more transactions can be processed in each
block, which increases the complexity and diversity
of protocols. More complex transactions used in DeFi
protocols inevitably require more gas compared to
more straightforward transactions such as a simple
transfer, which makes the maximum-gas-cap-perblock increase especially important.
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Conclusion
At the start of 2021, Terra had only a couple of

price stability of stablecoins such as UST, as well as

applications in its ecosystem. However, at the

the calibration of its supply through a mint-and-burn

beginning of 2021, projects with various use cases

mechanism, incentivized by the protocol’s algorithmic

proliferated, with the total count well in the hundreds.

market module.

Much of the impetus for the development has
centered on the innovation of decentralized money.
Terra’s stablecoins have been foundational to the
growth of its ecosystem, retaining the peg value and
maintaining the programmable and censorshipresistant properties of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin
and Ethereum.
The core DApps built by Terraform Labs — Anchor,
Mirror and Chai — set the foundations for Terra’s DeFi
ecosystem and spurred the development of other
projects, with some even using these DApps as a base.
Multiple projects revolve around Terra’s stablecoins,
enhancing their attractiveness as an asset. For
instance, Anchor Protocol makes holding UST more
appealing due to the high yields generated through
the platform, while Chai makes those returns easier to
spend. Community-developed projects such as Mars,
Astroport and Levana have also generated interest for
Terra.
As Terra’s economy expanded, stablecoin demand
increased in parallel, causing UST’s market cap to
exceed $15 billion by April, 2022. A large part of that
growth can be attributed to the Columbus-5 upgrade,
which was introduced on Sept. 30, 2021. The update
triggered the minting of 4 billion UST and was followed
up by a further increase in the UST market cap upon
the burning of 88 million LUNA tokens.

Aside from DeFi, NFTs have also been critical to the
growth of Terra. Galactic Punks, LunaBulls and Levana
were only the first few platforms that have set an
initial development vector for the market. Leading
marketplaces such as Knowhere, Luart and Talis
Protocol, as well as the TFM.com NFT aggregator, now
compose the thriving NFT landscape on Terra, with
almost 200 projects already live or in development.
Network activity has also increased dramatically, with
more than 600,000 daily transactions in April, 2022. Its
user base across applications has also been surging.
For example, Chai has more than 2.5 million users,
while 147,000 users were responsible for the $5 billion
(in UST) deposited in Anchor Protocol. Terra is also on
track to become a leading player in a multichain world,
which is achieved by Terra’s ability to connect to other
independent blockchains via the Inter-Blockchain
Communication. Such functionality facilitates the
sharing of data and assets to 30 other Cosmosenabled networks and more than 260 other DApps.
Despite its breakthroughs, a recurring criticism
of Terra is its limited validator count, stressing its
centralization risks. While Terra’s workaround is to
increase validators to 300 from 130, it is contrary to
how Terra generally views decentralization. Further, a
likely headwind for Terra could be on the regulatory
front, particularly for the projects built on top of Terra.

LUNA, the native staking asset, is also integral for the
ecosystem’s development. The token maintains the
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Disclaimer
Neither Cointelegraph Research is an investment company, investment advisor,
or broker/dealer. This publication is for information purposes only and represents
neither investment advice nor an investment analysis or an invitation to buy
or sell financial instruments. Specifically, the document does not serve as a
substitute for individual investment or other advice. Readers should be aware
that trading tokens or coins and all other financial instruments involves risk. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results, and I/we make no representation
that any reader of this report or any other person will or is likely to achieve
similar results. The statements contained in this publication are based on the
knowledge as of the time of preparation and are subject to change at any time
without further notice. The authors have exercised the greatest possible care in
the selection of the information sources employed; however, they do not accept
any responsibility (and neither does Cointelegraph Consulting or Crypto Research
Report) for the correctness, completeness, or timeliness of the information,
respectively the information sources made available as well as any liabilities
or damages, irrespective of their nature, that may result therefrom (including
consequential or indirect damages, loss of prospective profits or the accuracy of
prepared forecasts). In no event shall Cointelegraph Consulting or CryptoResearch.
Report be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken
in reliance on the information in this report or for any special, direct, indirect,
consequential, or incidental damages or any damages whatsoever, whether in an
action of contract, negligence or other tort, arising out of or in connection with
this report or the information contained in this report. Cointelegraph Consulting
and CryptoResearch.Report reserve the right to make additions, deletions, or
modifications to the contents of this report at any time without prior notice.
The value of cryptocurrencies can fall as well as rise. There is an additional
risk of making a loss when you buy shares in certain smaller cryptocurrencies.
There is a big difference between the buying price and the selling price of some
cryptocurrencies and if you have to sell quickly you may get back much less than
you paid. Cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up and you may not get back
the original amount invested. It may be difficult to sell or realize an investment. You
should not buy cryptocurrencies with money you cannot afford to lose.
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